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Abstract

DNS Error Reporting is a lightweight error reporting mechanism that provides the operator of an authoritative server with reports on DNS resource records that fail to resolve or validate, that a Domain Owner or DNS Hosting organization can use to improve domain hosting. The reports are based on Extended DNS Errors [RFC8914].

When a domain name fails to resolve or validate due to a misconfiguration or an attack, the operator of the authoritative server may be unaware of this. To mitigate this lack of feedback, this document describes a method for a validating recursive resolver to automatically signal an error to an agent specified by the authoritative server. DNS Error Reporting uses the DNS to report errors.
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1. Introduction

When an authoritative server serves a stale DNSSEC signed zone, the cryptographic signatures over the resource record sets (RRsets) may have lapsed. A validating recursive resolver will fail to validate these resource records.

Similarly, when there is a mismatch between the DS records at a parent zone and the key signing key at the child zone, a validating recursive resolver will fail to authenticate records in the child zone.

These are two of several failure scenarios that may go unnoticed for some time by the operator of a zone.

There is no direct relationship between operators of validating recursive resolvers and authoritative servers. Outages are often noticed indirectly, by end users, and reported via social media, if reported at all.

When records fail to validate there is no facility to report this failure in an automated way. If there is any indication that an error or warning has happened, it is buried in log files of the validating resolver, if these errors are logged at all.

This document describes a facility that can be used by validating recursive resolvers to report errors in an automated way.

It allows an authoritative server to signal a reporting agent where the validating recursive resolver can report issues if it is configured to do so.

The burden of reporting a failure falls on the validating recursive resolver. It is important that the effort needed to report failure is low, with minimal impact to its main functions. To accomplish this goal, the DNS itself is utilized to report the error.

2. Requirements Notation

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3. Terminology

Reporting Resolver: In the context of this document, the term reporting resolver is used as a shorthand for a validating recursive resolver that supports DNS Error Reporting.

Reporting Query: The DNS query used to report an error is called a reporting query. A reporting query is for DNS resource record type NULL. The details of the error report are encoded in the QNAME of the reporting query.

Reporting Agent: A facility responsible for receiving error reports on behalf of authoritative servers. This facility is indicated by a domain name.

Reporting Agent Domain: a domain name which the reporting resolver includes in the QNAME of the reporting query.

4. Overview

In a query-response exchange, a reporting resolver indicates support for DNS Error Reporting by including an EDNS option with OPTION-CODE [TBD] [RFC Editor: change TBD to the proper code when assigned by IANA.] and OPTION-LENGTH zero. The REPORTING AGENT DOMAIN field in the EDNS option is absent in a query.

An authoritative server indicates support for DNS Error Reporting by including an EDNS0 option with OPTION-CODE [TBD] [RFC Editor: change TBD to the proper code when assigned by IANA.] and the REPORTING AGENT DOMAIN in the option’s payload. The authoritative server MUST NOT include this option if the reporting resolver has not signalled support for DNS Error Reporting. The authoritative server MUST NOT include this option in the response if the configured reporting agent domain is empty or the null label (the root).

When a reporting resolver sends a reporting query to report an error, it MUST NOT include the EDNS0 Error Reporting option in the reporting query. This avoids additional compounding error reporting when the reporting agent server is misconfigured.

To report an error, the reporting resolver encodes the error report in the QNAME of the reporting query. The reporting resolver builds this QNAME by concatenating the extended error code [RFC8914], the QTYPE and QNAME that resulted in failure, the label "_er", and the reporting agent domain. See the example in section 4.2. Note that a regular RCODE is not included, as the RCODE is not relevant to the extended error code.

The resulting concatenated domain name is sent as a standard DNS query for DNS resource record type NULL by the reporting resolver. This query MUST NOT have the EDNS0 option code [TBD] set to avoid compounding error notifications.

The query will ultimately arrive at an authoritative server of the reporting agent. A NODATA negative response is returned by the authoritative server of the reporting agent domain, which in turn can be cached by the reporting resolver.

This caching is essential. It ensures that the number of reports sent by a reporting resolver for the same problem is dampened, i.e.
once per TTL, however, certain optimizations such as [RFC8020] and [RFC8198] may reduce the error reporting.

4.1. Managing Caching Optimizations

The reporting resolver may utilize various caching optimizations that inhibit subsequent error reporting by the reporting resolver to the authoritative server for an agent domain.

If the authoritative server for the agent domain were to respond with NXDOMAIN (name error), [RFC8020] rules state that any name at or below that domain should be considered unreachable, and negative caching would prohibit subsequent queries for anything at or below that domain for a period of time, depending on the negative TTL [RFC2308].

Since the authoritative server for an agent domain may not know the contents of all the zones it acts as an agent for, it is crucial that the authoritative does not respond with NXDOMAIN, as that may inhibit subsequent queries. The use of a wildcard domain name [RFC4592] in the zone for the agent domain will ensure the RCODE is consistently NOERROR.

Considering the Resource Record type for this wildcard record, type NULL is prohibited in master zone files [RFC1035]. However, any type that is not special according to [RFC4592] section 4 will do, such as a TXT record with an email address for the reporting agent in the RDATA.

Wildcard expansion occurs, even if the QTYPE is not for the type owned by the wildcard domain name. The response is a "no error, but no data" response ([RFC4592], section 2.2.1.) that contains a NOERROR RCODE and empty answer section. Note that reporting resolvers are not expected to query for this TXT record, since reporting queries use type NULL. This record is solely present to ensure a NODATA response is returned in response to reporting queries.

When the zone for the reporting agent domain is signed, a resolver may utilize aggressive negative caching, discussed in [RFC8198]. This optimization makes use of NSEC and NSEC3 (without opt-out) records and allows the resolver to do the wildcard synthesis. When this happens, the resolver may not send subsequent queries as it will be able to synthesize a response from previously cached material.

A solution is to avoid DNSSEC for the reporting agent domain’s zone. Signing the agent domain’s zone will incur an additional burden on the reporting resolver, as it has to validate the response. However, this response has no utility to the reporting resolver.

If an operator does sign a reporting agent domain’s zone for whatever reason, one option is to use NSEC3 with opt-out, as that configuration precludes wildcard synthesis on the resolver.

4.2. Example

The domain broken.test is hosted on a set of authoritative servers. One of these serves a stale version. This authoritative server has a reporting agent configured: a01.reporting-agent.example.

The reporting resolver is unable to validate the broken.test RRSet for type A, due to an RRSIG record with an expired signature.
The reporting resolver constructs the QNAME 7.1.broken.test._er.a01.reporting-agent.example and resolves it. This QNAME indicates extended DNS error 7 occurred while trying to validate broken.test type 1 (A) record.

After this query is received at one of the authoritative servers for the reporting agent domain (a01.reporting-agent.example), the reporting agent (the operators of the authoritative server for a01.reporting-agent.example) determines that the authoritative server for the broken.test zone suffers from an expired signature record (extended error 7) for type A for the domain name broken.test. The reporting agent can contact the operators of broken.test to fix the issue.

5. EDNS0 Option Specification

This method uses an EDNS0 [RFC6891] option to indicate support for sending DNS error reports and responding with the Reporting Agent Domain in DNS messages. The option is structured as follows:

```
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|        OPTION-CODE = TBD      |       OPTION-LENGTH           |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
/                    REPORTING AGENT DOMAIN                     /
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Field definition details:

- **OPTION-CODE**, 2-octets/16-bits (defined in [RFC6891]), for indicating error reporting support is TBD. [RFC Editor: change TBD to the proper code when assigned by IANA.]

- **OPTION-LENGTH**, 2-octets/16-bits ((defined in [RFC6891]) contains the length of the REPORTING AGENT DOMAIN field in octets.

- **REPORTING AGENT DOMAIN**, a Domain name [RFC8499].

6. DNS Error Reporting Specification

The various errors that a reporting resolver may encounter are listed in [RFC8914]. Note that not all listed errors may be supported by the reporting resolver. This document does not specify what is an error and what is not.

The DNS class is not specified in the error report.

6.1. Reporting Resolver Specification

Reporting Resolvers may have a configuration that allows the following:

- **DNS Error Reporting level**: warning and / or errors

- **Do nothing**: the reporting resolver does not indicate support for DNS Error Reporting.

- **Report to Reporting Agent**: Indicate DNS Error Reporting in queries and use the reporting agent specified in the EDNS0 option received from the authoritative server.
Report to Configured Agent: Use the reporting agent specified in local configuration. This may override or supplement "Reporting Agent Domain". The use for such an option could be to allow a recursive resolver to report all errors to a reporting agent of its choosing, not just in zones with DNS Error Reporting enabled.

The reporting resolver MUST NOT use DNS error reporting to report a failure in resolving the reporting query.

The reporting resolver MUST NOT use DNS error reporting if the authoritative server has an empty Reporting Agent Domain field in the EDNS Error Reporting option.

6.1.1. Constructing the Reporting Query

The QNAME for the reporting query is constructed by concatenating the following elements, appending each successive element in the list to the right-hand side of the QNAME:

- The Extended DNS error, presented as a decimal value, in a single DNS label.
- The QTYPE that was used in the query that resulted in the extended DNS error, presented as a decimal value, in a single DNS label.
- The QNAME that was used in the query that resulted in the extended DNS error. The QNAME may consist of multiple labels and is concatenated as-is.
- A label containing the string ".er".
- The reporting agent domain. The reporting agent domain consists of multiple labels and is concatenated exactly as received in the EDNS option sent by the authoritative server.

If the resulting reporting query QNAME would exceed 255 octets, it MUST NOT be sent.

The purpose of the ".er" label is twofold. First, it allows the reporting agent to quickly differentiate between the agent domain and the faulty query name. Second, if the specified agent domain is empty, or a NULL label (even if it is not allowed in this specification), the reporting query will have ".er" as a top-level domain as a result and not the original query.

6.2. Authoritative Server Specification

The Authoritative Server MUST NOT have multiple reporting agent domains configured for a single zone. To support multiple reporting agents, a single agent can act as a syndicate to subsequently inform additional agents.

An authoritative server for a zone with DNS error reporting enabled MUST NOT also be authoritative for that zone’s reporting agent domain’s zone.

6.3. Reporting Agent Specification

While there are many zone configurations possible for the reporting agent domain, such as DNAME, CNAME or special delegation structures to redistribute errors, please note that the burden of reporting is on the reporting resolvers and that creating complicated...
configurations that cause additional work for the reporting resolver on behalf of misconfigured servers is NOT RECOMMENDED.

It is RECOMMENDED that the reporting agent zone uses a wildcard DNS record of type TXT with an arbitrary string in the RDATA and a TTL of at least one hour.

6.4. Choosing a Reporting Agent Domain

Each authoritative server SHOULD be configured with a unique reporting agent domain. When different authoritative servers share the same reporting agent domain, it is not possible to determine which authoritative server the reported error relates to.

It is RECOMMENDED that the reporting agent domain be kept relatively short to allow for a longer QNAME in the reporting query.

While it may be obvious to use the hostname of the authoritative server as the reporting agent domain, it is not a requirement, as long as the reporting agent is able to map the reporting agent domain to the proper authoritative server. Using the hostname of the authoritative server as the reporting agent domain is NOT RECOMMENDED when the hostname has multiple addresses, or when addresses are anycast.

7. Limitations

The length of the owner name for which errors can be reported is limited due to the requirement to append the reporting agent domain and prepend the Extended Error value and the QTYPE to the reporting query’s QNAME.

8. IANA Considerations

IANA is requested to assign the following DNS EDNS0 option code registry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>DNS ERROR REPORT</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>[this document]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ RFC Editor: change TBD to the proper code when assigned by IANA. ]

IANA is requested to assign the following Underscored and Globally Scoped DNS Node Name registry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RR Type</th>
<th>_NODE NAME</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TXT</td>
<td>_er</td>
<td>[this document]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Security Considerations

Use of DNS Error Reporting may expose local configuration mistakes in the reporting resolver, such as stale DNSSEC trust anchors to the reporting agent.

DNS Error reporting SHOULD be done using DNS Query Name Minimization [RFC7816] to improve privacy.

DNS Error Reporting is done without any authentication between the reporting resolver and the authoritative server of the agent domain. Authentication significantly increases the burden on the reporting
resolver without any benefit to the reporting agent, authoritative server or reporting resolver.

The reporting resolver MUST NOT report about queries and responses from an encrypted channel (such as DNS over TLS [RFC7858] and DNS over HTTPS [RFC8484]).

The reporting resolver MUST NOT report about responses that did not match the qname/qtype/qclass and query-id in the original query [RFC5452], section 4.2.

The method described in this document will cause additional queries by the reporting resolver to authoritative servers in order to resolve the reporting query. This additional load is equivalent to the additional load when a resolver resolves the canonical name in a CNAME record.

This method can be abused by deploying broken zones with agent domains that are delegated to servers operated by the intended victim in combination with open resolvers [RFC8499]. This method MUST NOT be deployed by default on reporting resolvers and authoritative servers without requiring an explicit configuration element.
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Abstract

Data leaks are a serious privacy problem for Internet users. Data in flight and at rest can be protected with traditional communications security and data encryption. Protecting data in use is more difficult. In addition, failure to protect data in use can lead to disclosing session or encryption keys needed for protecting data in flight or at rest.

This document discusses the use of Confidential Computing, to reduce the risk of leaks from data in use. Our example use case is in the context of DNS resolution services. The document looks at the operational implications of running services in a way that even the owner of the service or compute platform cannot access user-specific information produced by the resolution process.
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1. Introduction

DNS privacy has been a popular topic in the last few years, and continues to be. The issues with regards to privacy are first that domain name meta-data is visible on the wire, even when the actual communications are encrypted. This is being addressed with better technology.

But even if the meta-data is hidden inside communications, any DNS resolvers still have the potential too see users’ entire browsing history. This is particularly problematic, given that commonly used large public or operator resolver services are an obviously
attractive target, for both attacks and for commercial or other use of information visible to them.

A lot of work is ongoing in the industry and the IETF to address some of these issues:

* Work on encrypted DNS query protocols to hide the meta-data related to domain names.

* Discovery mechanisms. These may enable a bigger fraction of DNS query traffic to move to encrypted protocols, and may also help distributed queries to different parties to avoid concentrating all information in one place.

* Practices, expectations, contracts (e.g., [RFC8932], Mozilla’s trusted recursive resolver requirements [MozTRR])

* Improvements outside DNS (e.g., encrypted Server Name Indication (eSNI) [I-D.ietf-tls-esni]).

* General technology developments (e.g., confidential computing, attestations, remote attestation work at the IETF RATS WG, and so on)

The goal of this document is to build on all that work - and assume all communications are or become encrypted, including the DNS traffic. Our question is what problems remain? Is there a next step?

Our worry is that resolvers can be a major remaining source of leaks, e.g., through accidents, attacks, commercial use, or requests from the authorities. We need to protect user’s data in flight, at rest, or in use - we wanted to experiment with technology that could reduce leaks on the last two cases. Confidential Computing is one such potential technology, but it is important to talk about it and get broader feedback. The use of this technology does have some operational impacts.

Our primary conclusions are that data held by servers should receive at least as much security attention as communications do. The authors feel that this is particularly crucial for DNS, due to the potential to leak of users’ browsing histories, but principles apply also to other services.

As a result, all applicable tools should be considered, including confidential computing that is discussed in this document. However, the operational and business implications of such tools should be considered. Feedback to us is very welcome. Are these approaches
feasible or infeasible? What aspects need to be taken into account to successfully apply them?

2. Background

Communications security has been at the center of many security improvements in the Internet. The goal has been to ensure that communications are protected against outside observers and attackers [RFC3552] [RFC7258]. Communications security is, however, not sufficient by itself, and continuing success in better protection of communications is highlighting the need to address other issues.

In particular, more attention needs to be paid to protecting data not just in flight but also at rest or in use. User data leaks that can occur from servers and other systems, through accidents, attacks, commercial use of data, and requests for information by authorities. Both data at rest and data in use needs to be protected. Being able to protect data in use provides also benefits to protecting keys used for protecting data in flight and at rest.

Data leaks are very common, and include highly publicized ones or ones with significant consequences, such as [Cambridge]. Data leaks are also not limited to traditional computer applications, but can also impact anything from private health data [Vastaamo] to children’s toys [Toys] or smart TVs [SmartTV].

The general issue and possible solutions have been discussed extensively elsewhere, e.g., [Digging], [Mem], [Comparison], [Innovative], [AMD], [Efficient], [CCC-Deepdive], [CC], and so on. The Internet-relevant angle has also been discussed in few documents, e.g., [I-D.lazanski-smart-users-internet], [I-D.iab-dedr-report] [I-D.arkko-farrell-arch-model-t-redux], and so on. The topic is also related to best practices for protocol and network architecture design, and what information can be provided to what participants in a system, see, e.g. [RFC8558] [I-D.thomson-tmi] [I-D.arkko-arch-infrastructure-centralisation].

Data leaks can occur in user-visible services that user has chosen to use and agreed to provide information to (at least in theory [Unread]). But leaks can also occur in other types of services, that are part of the infrastructure, such as DNS resolution services or parts of the communication infrastructure.

This document looks at the possibility of using a specific technical solution, Confidential Computing [CCC-Deepdive], to reduce the risk of leaks from data in use. We consider the operational implications of running services in a way that even the owner of the service or
compute platform cannot access user-specific information that is produced as a side-effect of the service.

We explore the use of Confidential Computing in the context of DNS resolution services [RFC1035]. This is a nice and relatively simple example, but there are of course potential other applications as well.

DNS resolution services are of course also an important case where privacy matters a lot for the users. Threats against the resolution process could prevent the user from accessing services. Data leaks from the process have the potential to expose the user’s entire browsing history.

The use of Confidential Computing in the DNS context has been also discussed in other documents, e.g., [PDot] and [I-D.reddy-add-server-policy-selection].

The DNS privacy issues have been also discussed in multiple documents, such as [RFC7626] [RFC8324] and so on.

3. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown here.

4. Prerequisites

The primary sources of leaks are as follows:

* Communications interception. This threat can be addressed by encrypted communications, such as the use of DNS-over-TLS (DoT) [RFC7858], DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) [RFC8484], or DNS-over-QUIC (DoQ) [I-D.ietf-dprive-dnsoquic] instead of traditional DNS protocols.

* Data leakage from the server or service, either from data at rest or in use. This can be addressed by encrypting the data while at rest and employing the techniques discussed in this document for data in use.

The specific information that is privacy sensitive depends on the application. In DNS resolution application it is clear that the users’ browsing histories, i.e., which users asked for what names is privacy sensitive, and protecting that information is the primary focus in this document. In contrast, the domains themselves or the
associated address information is in the general case public and not privacy sensitive. However, in some cases even this information may be sensitive, such as in the case of internal domains of a corporate network. Information not related to individuals may also be sensitive in some cases, e.g., the collective browsing destinations of an entire organization.

The above was also observed in [RFC7626] which stated the following:

"DNS data and the results of a DNS query are public [...], and may not have any confidentiality requirements. However, the same is not true of a single transaction or a sequence of transactions; that transaction is not / should not be public."

Nevertheless, it should be noted that technology can help only insofar as there is commercial willingness to provide the best possible service and to protect the users’ information.

Similarly, the techniques discussed in this document are not the sole, or full answer to all problems. There are a lot of technical, operational, and governance issues that also matter and practices that help. A good compilation of some best practices can be found in [RFC8932], and particularly Section 5.2 that discusses data at rest.

5. Confidential Computing

Confidential Computing is about protecting data in use by performing computation in a hardware enforced Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) [CCC-Deepdive]. It addresses the need to protect data in use, which traditionally has been hard to achieve. It may also help improve the encryption of data in flight and at rest, by helping protect session keys and other security information used in that process.

For our purposes, we focus on Trusted Execution Environments that use computer hardware to provide the following characteristics:

* Attestability: The environment can provide verifiable evidence to others (such as client using services running on it) about the environment, its characteristics, and the software it runs.

* Code integrity: Unauthorized entities cannot modify software being run within the environment.

* Data confidentiality and integrity: Unauthorized entities cannot view or modify data while it is in use within the TEE.
These characteristics have been paraphrased from [CCC-Deepdive]. See also [I-D.ietf-rats-architecture] for details of attestation. There are additional characteristics that matter in some situations, but for our purposes the above ones are central.

Specific technologies to perform Confidential Computing or run TEEs are becoming common in CPUs, operating systems, and other supporting software. For instance, Intel’s Software Guard Extension (SGX) [SGX] is one CPU manufacturer’s approach to this technology. SGX allows application developers to run software protected in a secure enclave protected by the CPU, including for instance encrypting all memory accesses outside the CPU and being able to provide remote attestation to outsiders about which software image is being run. These secure enclaves are the SGX approach to providing a TEE.

Confidential Computing is also becoming available on commonly available cloud computing services. When a user employs these services, they have the ability to run software and process data that even the owner of the cloud system does not have access to.

Interestingly, that is quite a contrast to the worries expressed some years ago about Trusted Computing technology, when it was feared that it enabled running software in users’ computers that could act against the interests of the user in some cases, such as when protecting media files [Stallman]. While those concerns may apply even today in some cases, it is clear that the user can get secure information about services running somewhere in the network, this is an advantage for the users.

Note that availability might be another desirable characteristic for Confidential Computing systems, but it is one that is not in any special way supported by current technology. Ultimately, the owner of the computer still has the ability to choose when to switch the computer off, for instance. There is also no particular hardware technology at this time to deal with Denial-of-Service attacks. Some of the software techniques related to dealing with Denial-of-Service attacks are discussed in the Security Considerations section.

6. Using Confidential Computing for DNS Resolution

Confidential Computing can be used to provide a privacy-friendly resolution service in a server.

The basic arrangement is two-fold:

* User’s computer and the DNS resolution server communicate using an encrypted and integrity protected transport protocol, such as DoT or DoH [RFC7858] [RFC8484].
* The secure connection terminates inside a TEE running in the the DNS resolution server. This TEE performs all the necessary processing to respond to the user’s query. The TEE will not provide any user-specific information outside of the TEE, such as logs of what names specific clients queried for.

The TEE may need to contact other local servers or in the Internet to resolve a query that has no recently cached answer. We will discuss later how this can be done securely: it is necessary to prevent the linking any external actions such as receiving a client request and observing a query going out to other DNS servers in the Internet.

The arrangement is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Confidential Computing for DNS Resolution](image)

In this application, we strive to have no data at rest at all, at least nothing that relates directly to users. Data in flight and data in use are both protected by encryption. As a result of running the resolution service in this manner, any user-specific information should remain within the TEE, and not exposed to outsiders or even the owner of the service or the compute platform where the service is running in.

The authors believe that this is a desirable property. However, it remains to assure users and clients that the service is actually run in this manner. This can be done in two ways:

* Through off-line reliance on a particular service, i.e., a human decision to use a particular system. Once there is a decision to use a particular system, cryptographic means such as public keys may be used to ensure that the client is indeed connected to the expected server. However, there is no guarantee that the human-
space statements about the practices used in running the server are valid.

* Cryptographic check that the service is actually running inside a valid TEE and that it runs the expected software. Such checks needs to rely on third parties. The attestation verification is performed by a verifier - that can be either user’s computer or a designated verifier as discussed in [I-D.ietf-rats-architecture] and [I-D.voit-rats-attestation-results] The verifier checks that (a) the cryptographic attestation refers to a server machine that is acceptable to the user (e.g., manufactured by a manufacturer it trusts, CPU features considered secure are used, features considered insecure are turned off, etc.) (b) that the software image designated as being run in the attestation is a software image that the relying party (end user) is willing to use (e.g., has a hash that matches a known software that does not log user actions, or is vouched as trustworthy by another party that the relying party trusts).

7. Operational Considerations

This section discusses some aspects of the Confidential Computing arrangement for DNS, based on the authors’ experience with these systems.

7.1. Operations

Given that the service executes confidentially, and is not observable even by the owner of the hardware, the operations model becomes different. Some different models may be applied:

* The service executes on a hardware platform (such as a commercial cloud service) that has no access to information, but there is some other management entity that does have access. The control functions of this entity can communicate with the service instances running in TEEs, and have access to the internal state and statistics of the service instances.

* Truly confidential operations where the service and hardware owners have decided to deploy a service that really does not expose private user information to anyone, including themselves.

It is not clear how the first model differs from currently deployed service models. It merely makes it possible to run a service without exposing information to, say, the cloud provider, but any data collection about user behaviours would still be possible for the service owner.
As a result, this document focuses mostly on the second model. For some functions, such as DNS resolution, it is possible to hide all user-related information, and our document argues that we should do so.

Of course, the owners of a service do need some information to run the service, from an efficiency, scaling, problem tracking, and security monitoring point of view. The service operator may even benefit from seeing some overall trend information about various queries and traffic. This does not have to mean exposing individual user behaviours, however.

The authors have worked with aggregate statistics to be able to provide load, performance, memory usage, cache statistics, error, and other information out of the confidential processes. This helps the operator understand the health and status of various service instances. Even with aggregate statistics, there are some danger of revealing private information. For instance, even a sum of counters across all clients can reveal counters associated with an individual user, if the aggregate counters can be sampled at any time with arbitrary precision. For instance, the actions of a single client can be determined by sampling the statistics before and after that client sent a message.

A simplistic approach to producing safer statistics in such cases is to truncate and/or obfuscate the least significant bits of the statistics. It is often necessary to tailor such truncation to the types of measurements, e.g., number of requests is typically a very large number while the number of specific errors is usually small. Truncation could of course be done dynamically. More generally, the set of information provided to the operator about the confidential process could be viewed in light of differential privacy.

Another complementary approach is to provide statistics only at set intervals, or after a sufficient amount of new traffic has been received.

Another complementary technique to monitor the health of confidential services is the use of probes to ensure that the services function correctly. Probes can also measure the performance of the services.

The case of excessive service conditions due to Denial-of-Service attacks is discussed further under the Security Considerations section.
7.2. Debugging

Various error conditions and software issues may occur, as is usual with any service. There is a need to monitor problems that occur inside the service or at the client. This can be done, for instance, with the help of various statistics discussed earlier.

Some of the monitored conditions should include:

* All major (or preferably even minor) error conditions should have an associated counter. This is necessary as no traditional logging can be reasonably provided that would otherwise have entries for, say, "client IP 203.0.113.0 sent a malformed request". While some errors can be expected at any time, a major increase in specific issues can indicate a problem. As a result, the counters need to be monitored and issues investigated as needed.

* Client connection failures, which might indicate software version, trust root or other configuration problems.

Of course, for dedicated software testing purposes (such as debugging interoperability problems), even confidential services need to be run in a mode that exposes everything. Actual clients and users MUST be able to ensure that they are connected to a production service instance. This can be done by providing debugging status as part of the remote attestation, so that clients can verify it is off. Alternatively, testing versions of the service are simply not listed as trusted software versions.

7.3. Dependencies

The use of Confidential Computing introduces three additional dependencies to the system:

There is a need to be able to verify that the CPU executing the service is a legitimate CPU with the right hardware, and that the software being run for the service is acceptable. While this can be hard coded information in the service clients, in practice there is often a need to rely on other parties for scalability. As a result, there are two dependencies for legitimate CPU verification and for checking acceptable software versions. These are services that need to be run, and/or their use need to be agreed and possibly contracted for. The CPU manufacturer often plays a role in the CPU verification.

The third dependency is on the client. Depending on specific protocol arrangements, Confidential Computing services often can
serve unmodified clients, but for the full benefits and for validating attestations or software images, client changes are necessary. The necessary communications may happen as part of TLS negotiations or other general purpose protocols [I-D.mandyam-tokbind-attest], [I-D.ietf-rats-eat].

7.4. Additional services

Many services employ information that can be used to perform additional services beyond the basic task. For instance, knowledge about what the users requests or who the user is can be used for various optimizations or additional information that can be delivered to the user. Or the user can provide some additional information that is taken into account by the service.

One concern with these types of additional services is that the information used by them can be privacy sensitive. But Confidential Computing can assist in this as well, as long as the relevant information stays only within the TEE, it is better protected than by, e.g., providing that extra information to a regular service on the Internet.

Conversely, care needs to be taken whenever the service needs to relay some information outside the TEE. Some specific situations where this is needed with DNS are discussed in Section 7.1.

One example of additional services is that aggregate, privacy-sensitive data may be produced about trends in a confidentially run service, if it will not be possible to separate individual users from that data. For instance, it would be difficult to sell information about individual users to help with targeted advertising, but the overall popularity of some websites could be measured.

7.5. Performance

Confidential Computing technology may impact performance. Nakatsuka et al. [PDoT] report on DNS resolution within a TEE where their solution could outperform the open source Unbound DNS server in certain scenarios, especially in situations where there are not a lot of DNS client connections. We concur their suggestion that at current stage of Confidential Computing technology, possible implementations may be more suited for local DNS resolution services rather than global scale implementation, where the performance hit would be much more significant. Nonetheless with Confidential Computing technology ever evolving we believe the low performance overhead solutions will be possible in foreseeable future.
Other things being equal there’s likely some performance hit, as current Confidential Computing technology typically involves separating a server into two parts, the trusted and untrusted parts. In practice, all communications need to go through both, and the communication between the two parts consumes some cycles. There are also current limitations on amount of memory or threads supported by these technologies. However, newer virtualization-based confidential computing TEE approaches are likely going to improve these aspects.

Another performance hit comes from the overhead related to running the attestation process, and passing the necessary extra information in the communications protocols with the clients. In general, this works best when the cost of the setup is amortized over a long-lived session. Such sessions may exist between DoT/DoH-enabled clients and resolvers. Also, there are many possible arrangements and possible parties involved in attestation, see [I-D.ietf-rats-architecture].

8. Security Considerations

Security issues in this arrangement are discussed below.

8.1. Observations from outside the TEE

While a TEE is considered to be secure and not observable, there may be signs outside the TEE that can reveal information.

For instance, a server may receive a request from a client and immediately send out a question to a server in the Internet about a particular domain name. Observers — such as the owner of the server computer or the cloud farm — may be able to link incoming user queries to outgoing questions.

Caching, randomly made other traffic, and timing obfuscation can deter such attacks, at least to an extent.

8.2. Trust Relationships

For scaling reasons, the arrangement typically depends on the ability to have trusted parties (a) for attesting the validity of a particular CPU being manufactured by a CPU manufacturer, and (b) for determining whether a particular software image hash is acceptable for the task it is advertising to do.

Such trusted parties need to be configured, which presents an additional operational burden. The information can of course be provided as part of a device manufacturer’s or application’s initial configuration, or be provided independently similar to how, for instance, certificate authorities are run.
It is important to recognize that mere use of technology is not sufficient to make the system secure. With communications, establishing a secure, encrypted channel is of no use if it is not with the intended party due to a certificate authority that proved to be untrustworthy. With confidential computing, the same applies: one has to have someone who can assert that a CPU is capable of performing the confidential computing task and that the indicated software is good for performing the task that the user expects it to perform. That being said, when such trusted parties can be found, the service performed by the server can become much more privacy friendly.

8.3. Denial-of-Service Attacks

To paraphrase an old philosophical question, "If an evil packet is sent behind the veil of encryption and no one is around to lift it, did an attack happen?" [Chautauquan]

Denial-of-Service attacks are a more serious form of the problems with operating services that the operator (intentionally) does not fully see. There needs to be means to deal with these attacks.

Attacks that can be identified by particularly high traffic flows from externally observable sources (e.g., source IP address) can of course still be dealt with in similar ways as we do in more open server designs.

But this is often not enough, and for this purpose some additional support is needed in the systems, for both detection of attacks and reacting to them.

One detection technique is to use the aggregate/truncated statistics to analyze anomalous behaviour. Another technique is to have the confidential part of the service produce extra information about events that cross a threshold. For instance, a particular error may occur exceptionally frequently, say among millions of requests, and this could warrant exposing either something about the request (e.g., the associated domain name) or something about the client (e.g., connection type, protocol details, or sender address).

The operator of the services needs to be able to react to possible attacks as well. One technique is to be able to provide instruction to the confidential part of the service to refuse service for specific requests (e.g., specific domain names) or for specific clients (e.g., coming from specific addresses). Alternatively, the service can also dynamically react to issues, e.g., by starting to reduce the amount of resources dedicated to some classes of requests that for some reason are starting to require exceptionally high
amount of resources. These techniques do not endanger user privacy, but may of course impact provided service.

8.4. Other vulnerabilities

Like all security mechanisms, this solution is not a panacea. It relies on the correct operation of a number of technologies and entities. For instance, CPU bugs or side channel vulnerabilities can cause information leaks to become possible. While confidential computing offers a layer of protection against attacks even from the owner of the computer hardware or the operating system, it is believed that this protection does not extend to sophisticated physical attacks, such being able to study chips with an electron microscope.

And as discussed above, it is also critical to check what software is being run, as otherwise any possible benefit would be negated by the possibly negligent or nefarious actions the unchecked software makes.

The mechanism does offer an additional layer of defense, however. It allows some of the trust that we place on our cloud platform owners, CPUs, and software applications to be verified and controlled with technical means. It may have some remaining vulnerabilities, but we obviously already depend on, for instance, the correct operation of our computing platforms. As such, Confidential Computing works to reduce some of the vulnerabilities in this area.

It should also be a desirable feature for users. A service that offers Confidential Computing-based protection of user data and can show that its software does not leak user-specific information is likely going to be more attractive to users than one that provides no such assurances. Of course, overall user choice depends on many factors beyond privacy, such as cost, ease of use, switching costs, and so on.

There is also a danger of attacks or pressure from intelligence agencies that could result in, e.g., the use of unpublicized vulnerabilities in an attempt to dwarf the protections in Confidential Computing. This could be used to perform pervasive monitoring, for instance [RFC7258]. Even so, it is always beneficial to push the costs and difficulty for attackers. Requiring parties who perform pervasive monitoring to employ complex technical attacks rather than being able to request logs from a service provider significantly increases the difficulty and risk associated with such monitoring.
9. Recommendations

Data held by servers SHOULD receive at least as much security attention as communications do.

The authors would like to draw attention to the problem of data leaks, particularly for data in use, and RECOMMEND the application of all available tools to prevent inappropriate access to users’ information.

This is particularly crucial for DNS resolution services that have the potential to learn user’s browsing histories. But the principles apply also to other services.

While using Confidential Computing without other modifications to the service in question is possible, real benefits can only be realized when the actual service is built for the purpose of avoiding data leaks or user data capture. Systems may need to be tuned or modified, for instance they MUST NOT produce logs that would negate purpose of running them inside a TEE to begin with. Mechanisms SHOULD be found to enable debugging and the detection of fault situations and attacks, again without exposing private information relating to individual users.

Some computing services can proceed on their own and require no interaction with the rest of the world. These are easier to secure. Even then, care SHOULD be taken to avoid request-response timing to provide information useful for side-channel attacks. If so, the owner of the server hardware can not determine much about what was going on.

However, other services may require interaction with other systems, such as is the case with a DNS resolver needing to find out a particular name that is not in a cache or whose cache entry has expired. This is because the resolution service is not a self-contained computation task but ultimately needs, at least in some cases, interaction with the rest of the world.

Consequently, the resolver needs to collaborate with other network nodes that are not even in the same administrative domain and cannot be guaranteed to subscribe to the same principles of protecting user’s information. In this case, even if communications to other entities are encrypted, the potentially untrusted party at the other end of the communications may leak information.

In such communications, care SHOULD be taken to avoid exposing any information that would identify users, or allow fingerprinting the capabilities of those users’ systems. Similarly, care SHOULD be
taken to avoid exposing any timing information that would allow the
owner of the server hardware to determine what is going on, e.g.,
which users are asking for what names. Even so, vulnerabilities may
appear if the attacker can force the system to behave in a particular
way, by, e.g., forcing cache overflow, overloading it with traffic it
knows about, etc.

The situation is slightly different when the interaction is with
other systems that form a part of the same administrative domain. In
particular, if those other systems employ similar confidential
computing setup, and an encrypted channel is used, then some
additional security can be provided compared to communicating with
other entities in the Internet.
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1.  Introduction

As with NSEC [RFC4035], NSEC3 [RFC5155] provides proof of non-
existence that consists of signed DNS records establishing the non-
existence of a given name or associated Resource Record Type (RRTYPE)
in a DNSSEC [RFC4035] signed zone. In the case of NSEC3, however,
the names of valid nodes in the zone are obfuscated through (possibly
multiple iterations of) hashing via SHA-1. (currently only SHA-1 is
in use within the Internet).

NSEC3 also provides "opt-out support", allowing for blocks of
unsigned delegations to be covered by a single NSEC3 record. Use of
the opt-out feature allow large registries to only sign as many NSEC3
records as there are signed DS or other RRsets in the zone - with
opt-out, unsigned delegations don’t require additional NSEC3 records.
This sacrifices the tamper-resistance proof of non-existence offered
by NSEC3 in order to reduce memory and CPU overheads.
NSEC3 records have a number of tunable parameters that are specified via an NSEC3PARAM record at the zone apex. These parameters are the Hash Algorithm, processing Flags, the number of hash Iterations and the Salt. Each of these has security and operational considerations that impact both zone owners and validating resolvers. This document provides some best-practice recommendations for setting the NSEC3 parameters.

1.1. Requirements notation

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown here.

2. Recommendation for zone publishers

The following sections describe recommendations for setting parameters for NSEC3 and NSEC3PARAM.

2.1. Algorithms

The algorithm field is not discussed by this document.

2.2. Flags

The NSEC3PARAM flags field currently contains no flags, but individual NSEC3 records contain the "Opt-Out" flag [RFC5155], which specifies whether or not that NSEC3 record provides proof of non-existence or not. In general, NSEC3 with the Opt-Out flag enabled should only be used in large, highly dynamic zones with a small percentage of signed delegations. Operationally, this allows for fewer signature creations when new delegations are inserted into a zone. This is typically only necessary for extremely large registration points providing zone updates faster than real-time signing allows. Smaller zones, or large but relatively static zones, are encouraged to use a Flags value of 0 (zero) and take advantage of DNSSEC’s proof-of-non-existence support.

2.3. Iterations

NSEC3 records are created by first hashing the input domain and then repeating that hashing algorithm a number of times based on the iterations parameter in the NSEC3PARAM and NSEC3 records. The first hash is typically sufficient to discourage zone enumeration performed by "zone walking" an NSEC or NSEC3 chain. Only determined parties with significant resources are likely to try and uncover hashed...
values, regardless of the number of additional iterations performed. If an adversary really wants to expend significant CPU resources to mount an offline dictionary attack on a zone’s NSEC3 chain, they’ll likely be able to find most of the "guessable" names despite any level of additional hashing iterations.

Most names published in the DNS are rarely secret or unpredictable. They are published to be memorable, used and consumed by humans. They are often recorded in many other network logs such as email logs, certificate transparency logs, web page links, intrusion detection systems, malware scanners, email archives, etc. Many times a simple dictionary of commonly used domain names prefixes (www, ftp, mail, imap, login, database, etc) can be used to quickly reveal a large number of labels within a zone. Because of this, there are increasing performance costs yet diminishing returns associated with applying additional hash costs beyond the first.

Although Section 10.3 of [RFC5155] specifies upper bounds for the number of hash iterations to use, there is no published guidance for zone owners about good values to select. Because hashing provides only moderate protection, as shown recently in academic studies of NSEC3 protected zones [GPUNSEC3][ZONEENUM], this document recommends that zone owners SHOULD use an iteration value of 0 (zero), indicating that only the initial hash value should be placed into a DNS zone’s NSEC3 records.

TODO: discuss the authoritative overhead of needing to find the right range for new random strings coming in. Note white-lies online signing differences.

2.4. Salt

Salts add yet another layer of protection against offline, stored dictionary attacks by combining the value to be hashed (in our case, a DNS domain name) with a randomly generated value. This prevents adversaries from building up and remembering a dictionary of values that can translate a hash output back to the value that it derived from.

In the case of DNS, it should be noted the hashed names placed in NSEC3 records already include the fully-qualified domain name from each zone. Thus, no single precomputed table works to speed up dictionary attacks against multiple target zones. An attacker is required to compute a complete dictionary per zone, which is expensive in both storage and CPU time.
To protect against a dictionary being built and used for a target zone, an additional salt field can be included and changed on a regular basis, forcing a would-be attacker to repeatedly compute a new dictionary (or just do trial and error without the benefits of precomputation).

Changing a zone’s salt value requires the construction of a complete new NSEC3 chain. This is true both when resigning the entire zone at once, or incrementally signing it in the background where the new salt is only activated once every name in the chain has been completed.

Most users of NSEC3 publish static salt values that never change. This provides no added security benefit (because the complete fully qualified domain name is already unique). If no rotation is planned, operators are encouraged to forgo the salt entirely by using a zero-length salt value instead (represented as a "-" in the presentation format).

3. Best-practice for zone publishers

In short, for all zones, the recommended NSEC3 parameters are as shown below:

; SHA-1, no extra iterations, empty salt:
; bcp.example. IN NSEC3PARAM 1 0 0 -

For small zones, the use of opt-out based NSEC3 records is NOT RECOMMENDED.

For very large and sparsely signed zones, where the majority of the records are insecure delegations, opt-out MAY be used.

4. Recommendation for validating resolvers

Because there has been a large growth of open (public) DNSSEC validating resolvers that are subject to compute resource constraints when handling requests from anonymous clients, this document recommends that validating resolvers should change their behavior with respect to large iteration values. Validating resolvers SHOULD return an insecure response when processing NSEC3 records with iterations larger than 100. Validating resolvers MAY return SERVFAIL when processing NSEC3 records with iterations larger than 500. Note that this significantly decreases the requirements originally specified in Section 10.3 of [RFC5155].
Note that a validating resolver MUST still validate the signature over the NSEC3 record to ensure the iteration count was not altered since record publication (see [RFC5155] section 10.3).

Validating resolvers returning an insecure or SERVFAIL answer in this situation SHOULD return an Extended DNS Error (EDE) {RFC8914} EDNS0 option of value [TBD].

5. Security Considerations

This entire document discusses security considerations with various parameters selections of NSEC3 and NSEC3PARAM fields.

6. Operational Considerations

This entire document discusses operational considerations with various parameters selections of NSEC3 and NSEC3PARAM fields.

7. IANA Considerations

This document requests a new allocation in the "Extended DNS Error Codes" of the "Domain Name System (DNS) Parameters" registration table with the following characteristics:

* INFO-CODE: TBD
* Purpose: Unsupported NSEC3 iterations value
* Reference: this document
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Abstract

EDNS0 enables a DNS server to send large responses using UDP and is widely deployed. Path MTU discovery remains widely undeployed due to security issues, and IP fragmentation has exposed weaknesses in application protocols. Currently, DNS is known to be the largest user of IP fragmentation. It is possible to avoid IP fragmentation in DNS by limiting response size where possible, and signaling the need to upgrade from UDP to TCP transport where necessary. This document proposes to avoid IP fragmentation in DNS.
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1. Introduction

DNS has EDNS0 [RFC6891] mechanism. It enables a DNS server to send large responses using UDP. EDNS0 is now widely deployed, and DNS (over UDP) is said to be the biggest user of IP fragmentation.

Fragmented DNS UDP responses have systemic weaknesses, which expose the requestor to DNS cache poisoning from off-path attackers. (See Appendix A for references and details.)

[RFC8900] summarized that IP fragmentation introduces fragility to Internet communication. The transport of DNS messages over UDP should take account of the observations stated in that document.

TCP avoids fragmentation using its Maximum Segment Size (MSS) parameter, but each transmitted segment is header-size aware such that the size of the IP and TCP headers is known, as well as the far
end's MSS parameter and the interface or path MTU, so that the segment size can be chosen so as to keep the each IP datagram below a target size. This takes advantage of the elasticity of TCP’s packetizing process as to how much queued data will fit into the next segment. In contrast, DNS over UDP has little datagram size elasticity and lacks insight into IP header and option size, and so must make more conservative estimates about available UDP payload space.

This document proposes to set IP_DONTFRAG / IPV6_DONTFRAG in DNS/UDP messages in order to avoid IP fragmentation, and describes how to avoid packet losses due to IP_DONTFRAG / IPV6_DONTFRAG.

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown here.

"Requestor" refers to the side that sends a request. "Responder" refers to an authoritative, recursive resolver or other DNS component that responds to questions. (Quoted from EDNS0 [RFC6891])

"Path MTU" is the minimum link MTU of all the links in a path between a source node and a destination node. (Quoted from [RFC8201])

In this document, the term "Path MTU discovery" includes Classical Path MTU discovery [RFC1191], [RFC8201], Packetization Layer Path MTU discovery [RFC8899] and as well as similar methods.

IP_DONTFRAG option is not defined by any RFCs. It is similar to IPV6_DONTFRAG option defined in [RFC3542]. IP_DONTFRAG option is used on BSD systems to set the Don’t Fragment bit [RFC0791] when sending IPv4 packets. On Linux systems this is done via IP_MTU_DISCOVER and IP_PMTUDISC_DO.

Many of the specialized terms used in this document are defined in DNS Terminology [RFC8499].

3. Proposal to avoid IP fragmentation in DNS

The methods to avoid IP fragmentation in DNS are described below:

3.1. Recommendations for UDP responders

* If the UDP responder detects immediate error that the UDP packet cannot be sent beyond the path MTU size (EMSGSIZE), the UDP responder MAY recreate response packets fit in path MTU size, or TC bit set.

* UDP responders MAY probe to discover the real MTU value per destination.

* UDP responders SHOULD compose UDP responses that result in IP packets that do not exceed the path MTU to the requestor.

* UDP responders SHOULD limit response size when UDP responders are located on small MTU (<1500) networks.

The cause and effect of the TC bit is unchanged from EDNS0 [RFC6891].

3.2. Recommendations for UDP requestors

* UDP requestors SHOULD send DNS requests with IP_DONTFRAG / IPV6_DONTFRAG [RFC3542] options.

* UDP requestors MAY probe to discover the real MTU value per destination. (Path MTU discovery per destination) Then, calculate their maximum DNS/UDP payload size as the reported path MTU minus IPv4/IPv6 header size (20 or 40) minus UDP header size (8). If the path MTU discovery failed or is impossible, use the default maximum DNS/UDP payload size 1400.

* UDP requestors SHOULD use the requestor’s payload size as the calculated or the default maximum DNS/UDP payload size.

* UDP requestors MAY drop fragmented DNS/UDP responses without IP reassembly to avoid cache poisoning attacks.

* DNS responses may be dropped by IP fragmentation. Upon a timeout, UDP requestors may retry using TCP or UDP, per local policy.

To avoid name resolution fails, UDP requestors need to retry using TCP, or UDP with smaller maximum DNS/UDP payload size.

4. Incremental deployment

The proposed method supports incremental deployment.
When a full-service resolver implements the proposed method, its stub resolvers (clients) and the authority server network will no longer observe IP fragmentation or reassembly from that server, and will fall back to TCP when necessary.

When an authoritative server implements the proposed method, its full service resolvers (clients) will no longer observe IP fragmentation or reassembly from that server, and will fall back to TCP when necessary.

5. Request to zone operators and DNS server operators

Large DNS responses are the result of zone configuration. Zone operators SHOULD seek configurations resulting in small responses. For example,

* Use smaller number of name servers (13 may be too large)
* Use smaller number of A/AAAA RRs for a domain name
* Use ‘minimal-responses’ configuration: Some implementations have ‘minimal responses’ configuration that causes DNS servers to make response packets smaller, containing only mandatory and required data (Appendix E).
* Use smaller signature / public key size algorithm for DNSSEC. Notably, the signature size of ECDSA or EdDSA is smaller than RSA.

6. Considerations

6.1. Protocol compliance

In prior research ([Fujiwara2018] and dns-operations mailing list discussions), there are some authoritative servers that ignore EDNS0 requestor’s UDP payload size, and return large UDP responses.

It is also well known that there are some authoritative servers that do not support TCP transport.

Such non-compliant behavior cannot become implementation or configuration constraints for the rest of the DNS. If failure is the result, then that failure must be localized to the non-compliant servers.

7. IANA Considerations

This document has no IANA actions.
8. Security Considerations
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Appendix A.  Weaknesses of IP fragmentation

"Fragmentation Considered Poisonous" [Herzberg2013] proposed
effective off-path DNS cache poisoning attack vectors using IP
fragmentation.  "IP fragmentation attack on DNS" [Hlavacek2013] and
"Domain Validation++ For MitM-Resilient PKI" [Brandt2018] proposed
that off-path attackers can intervene in path MTU discovery [RFC1191]
to perform intentionally fragmented responses from authoritative
servers.  [RFC7739] stated the security implications of predictable
fragment identification values.

DNSSEC is a countermeasure against cache poisoning attacks that use
IP fragmentation.  However, DNS delegation responses are not signed
with DNSSEC, and DNSSEC does not have a mechanism to get the correct
response if an incorrect delegation is injected.  This is a denial-of-service
vulnerability that can yield failed name resolutions.  If
cache poisoning attacks can be avoided, DNSSEC validation failures
will be avoided.

In Section 3.2 (Message Side Guidelines) of UDP Usage Guidelines
[RFC8085] we are told that an application SHOULD NOT send UDP
datagrams that result in IP packets that exceed the Maximum
Transmission Unit (MTU) along the path to the destination.

A DNS message receiver cannot trust fragmented UDP datagrams
primarily due to the small amount of entropy provided by UDP port
numbers and DNS message identifiers, each of which being only 16 bits
in size, and both likely being in the first fragment of a packet, if
fragmentation occurs.  By comparison, TCP protocol stack controls
packet size and avoid IP fragmentation under ICMP NEEDFRAG attacks.
In TCP, fragmentation should be avoided for performance reasons, whereas for UDP, fragmentation should be avoided for resiliency and authenticity reasons.

Appendix B. Details of maximum DNS/UDP payload size discussions

There are many discussions for default path MTU size and maximum DNS/UDP payload size.

* The minimum MTU for an IPv6 interface is 1280 octets (see Section 5 of [RFC8200]). Then, we can use it as default path MTU value for IPv6. The corresponding minimum MTU for an IPv4 interface is 68 (60 + 8) [RFC0791].

* Most of the Internet and especially the inner core has an MTU of at least 1500 octets. Maximum DNS/UDP payload size for IPv6 on MTU 1500 ethernet is 1452 (1500 minus 40 (IPv6 header size) minus 8 (UDP header size)). To allow for possible IP options and distant tunnel overhead, authors’ recommendation of default maximum DNS/UDP payload size is 1400.

* [RFC4035] defines that "A security-aware name server MUST support the EDNS0 message size extension, MUST support a message size of at least 1220 octets". Then, the smallest number of the maximum DNS/UDP payload size is 1220.

* In order to avoid IP fragmentation, [DNSFlagDay2020] proposed that the UDP requestors set the requestor’s payload size to 1232, and the UDP responders compose UDP responses fit in 1232 octets. The size 1232 is based on an MTU of 1280, which is required by the IPv6 specification [RFC8200], minus 48 octets for the IPv6 and UDP headers.

* [Huston2021] analyzed the result of [DNSFlagDay2020], reported that their measurements suggest that in the interior of the Internet between recursive resolvers and authoritative servers the prevailing MTU is at 1,500 and there is no measurable signal of use of smaller MTUs in this part of the Internet, and proposed that their measurements suggest setting the EDNS0 Buffer size to IPv4 1472 octets and IPv6 1452 octets.

Appendix C. How to retrieve path MTU value to a destination from applications

Socket options: "IP_MTU (since Linux 2.2) Retrieve the current known path MTU of the current socket. Valid only when the socket has been connected. Returns an integer. Only valid as a getsockopt(2)." (Quoted from Debian GNU Linux manual: ip(7))
"IPV6_MTU getsockopt(): Retrieve the current known path MTU of the current socket. Only valid when the socket has been connected. Returns an integer."  (Quoted from Debian GNU Linux manual: ipv6(7))

Section 3.4 of [RFC1122] specifies FIND_MAXSIZES() as one of "INTERNET/TRANSPORT LAYER INTERFACEs".

Appendix D. How to retrieve minimal MTU value to a destination

The Linux tool "tracepath" can be used to measure the path MTU to a destination.

Or, "ping/ping6" command with "-D" Don’t Fragment bit set / Disable IPv6 fragmentation options.

Appendix E. Minimal-responses

Some implementations have 'minimal responses' configuration that causes a DNS server to make response packets smaller, containing only mandatory and required data.

Under the minimal-responses configuration, DNS servers compose response messages using only RRSets corresponding to queries. In case of delegation, DNS servers compose response packets with delegation NS RRSet in authority section and in-domain (in-zone and below-zone) glue in the additional data section. In case of non-existent domain name or non-existent type, the start of authority (SOA RR) will be placed in the Authority Section.

In addition, if the zone is DNSSEC signed and a query has the DNSSEC OK bit, signatures are added in answer section, or the corresponding DS RRSet and signatures are added in authority section. Details are defined in [RFC4035] and [RFC5155].
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1. Introduction

The content of a DNS zone is synchronized amongst its primary and secondary nameservers using AXFR and IXFR. However, the list of zones served by the primary (called a catalog in [RFC1035]) is not automatically synchronized with the secondaries. To add or remove a zone, the administrator of a DNS nameserver farm not only has to add or remove the zone from the primary, they must also add/remove the zone from all secondaries, either manually or via an external
application. This can be both inconvenient and error-prone; it is also dependent on the nameserver implementation.

This document describes a method in which the catalog is represented as a regular DNS zone (called a "catalog zone" here), and transferred using DNS zone transfers. As zones are added to or removed from the catalog zone, these changes are distributed to the secondary nameservers in the normal way. The secondary nameservers then add/remove/modify the zones they serve in accordance with the changes to the catalog zone. Other use-cases of nameserver remote configuration by catalog zones are possible, where the catalog consumer might not be a secondary.

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119][RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown here.

Catalog zone A DNS zone containing a DNS catalog, that is, a list of DNS zones and associated properties.

Member zone A DNS zone whose configuration is published inside a catalog zone.

Member node The DNS name in the Catalog zone representing a Member zone.

$CATZ Used in examples as a placeholder to represent the domain name of the catalog zone itself. $OLDCATZ and $NEWCATZ are used to discuss migration a member zone from one catalog zone $OLDCATZ to another catalog zone $NEWCATZ.

Catalog producer An entity that generates and is responsible for the contents of the catalog zone.

Catalog consumer An entity that extracts information from the catalog zone (such as a DNS server that configures itself according to the catalog zone’s contents).
3. Description

A catalog zone is a DNS zone whose contents are specially crafted. Its records primarily constitute a list of PTR records referencing other DNS zones (so-called "member zones"). The catalog zone may contain other records indicating additional metadata (so-called "properties") associated with these member zones.

Catalog consumers SHOULD ignore any RR in the catalog zone which is meaningless or useless to the implementation.

Authoritative servers may be preconfigured with multiple catalog zones, each associated with a different set of configurations.

Although the contents of a catalog zone are interpreted and acted upon by nameservers, a catalog zone is a regular DNS zone and so must adhere to the standards for such zones.

A catalog zone is primarily intended for the management of a farm of authoritative nameservers. The content of catalog zones may not be accessible from any recursive nameserver.

4. Catalog Zone Structure

4.1. SOA and NS Records

As with any other DNS zone, a catalog zone MUST have a syntactically correct SOA record and at least one NS record at its apex.

The SOA record’s SERIAL, REFRESH, RETRY and EXPIRE fields [RFC1035] are used during zone transfer. A catalog zone’s SOA SERIAL field MUST increase when an update is made to the catalog zone’s contents as per serial number arithmetic defined in [RFC1982]. Otherwise, catalog consumers might not notice updates to the catalog zone’s contents.

There is no requirement to be able to query the catalog zone via recursive nameservers. Catalog consumers SHOULD ignore NS record at apex. However, at least one is still required so that catalog zones are syntactically correct DNS zones. A single NS RR with a NSDNAME field containing the absolute name "invalid." is RECOMMENDED [RFC2606][RFC6761].

4.2. Member Zones

The list of member zones is specified as a collection of member nodes, represented by domain names under the owner name "zones" where "zones" is a direct child domain of the catalog zone.
The names of member zones are represented on the RDATA side (instead of as a part of owner names) of a PTR record, so that all valid domain names may be represented regardless of their length [RFC1035]. This PTR record MUST be the only record in the PTR RRset with the same name. More than one record in the RRset denotes a broken catalog zone which MUST NOT be processed (see Section 5.1).

For example, if a catalog zone lists three zones "example.com.", "example.net." and "example.org.", the member node RRs would appear as follows:

<unique-1>.zones.$CATZ 0 IN PTR example.com.
<unique-2>.zones.$CATZ 0 IN PTR example.net.
<unique-3>.zones.$CATZ 0 IN PTR example.org.

where <unique-N> is a label that tags each record in the collection. <unique-N> has an unique value in the collection. When different <unique-N> labels hold the same PTR value (i.e. point to the same member zone), the catalog zone is broken and MUST NOT be processed (see Section 5.1).

Member node labels carry no informational meaning beyond labeling member zones. A changed label may indicate that the state for a zone needs to be reset (see Section 5.6).

Having the zones uniquely tagged with the <unique-N> label ensures that additional RRs can be added below the member node (see Section 4.3).

The CLASS field of every RR in a catalog zone MUST be IN (1).

The TTL field’s value is not defined by this memo. Catalog zones are for authoritative nameserver management only and are not intended for general querying via recursive resolvers.

4.3. Properties

Catalog zone information is stored in the form of "properties". As catalog consumers SHOULD ignore any RR in the catalog zone which is meaningless or useless to the implementation (see Section 3), they SHOULD ignore properties they do not understand.

Properties are identified by their name, which is used as an owner name prefix for one or more record sets underneath a member node, with type(s) as appropriate for the respective property. Record sets that appear at a property owner name known to the catalog consumer but with an unknown RR type, SHOULD be ignored by the consumer.
Known properties with the correct RR type, but which are for some reason invalid (for example because of an impossible value or because of an illegal number of RRs in the RRset), denote a broken catalog zone which MUST NOT be processed (see Section 5.1).

This specification defines a number of so-called properties, as well as a mechanism to allow implementers to store additional information in the catalog zone with Custom properties, see Section 4.5. The meaning of such custom properties is determined by the implementation in question.

Some properties are defined at the global level; others are scoped to apply only to a specific member zone. This document defines a single mandatory global property in Section 4.3.1. Member-specific properties are described in Section 4.3.

More properties may be defined in future documents.

4.3.1. Schema Version (version property)

The catalog zone schema version is specified by an integer value embedded in a TXT RR named version.$CATZ. All catalog zones MUST have a TXT RRset named version.$CATZ with exactly one RR.

Catalog consumers MUST NOT apply catalog zone processing to

* zones without the version property
* zones with a version property with more than one RR in the RRset
* zones with a version property without an expected value in the version.$CATZ TXT RR

These conditions signify a broken catalog zone which MUST NOT be processed (see Section 5.1).

For this memo, the value of the version.$CATZ TXT RR MUST be set to "2", i.e.:

version.$CATZ 0 IN TXT "2"

NB: Version 1 was used in a draft version of this memo and reflected the implementation first found in BIND 9.11.
4.4. Member Zone Properties

Each member zone MAY have one or more additional properties, described in this chapter. These properties are completely optional and catalog consumers SHOULD ignore those it does not understand. Member zone properties are represented by RRsets below the corresponding member node.

4.4.1. Change of Ownership (coo property)

The coo property facilitates controlled migration of a member zone from one catalog to another.

A Change Of Ownership is signaled by the coo property in the catalog zone currently "owning" the zone. The name of the new catalog is the value of a PTR record in the relevant coo property in the old catalog. For example if member "example.com." will migrate from catalog zone $OLDCATZ to catalog zone $NEWCATZ, this appears in the $OLDCATZ catalog zone as follows:

<unique-N>.zones.$OLDCATZ 0 IN PTR example.com.
coo.<unique-N>.zones.$OLDCATZ 0 IN PTR $NEWCATZ

The PTR RRset MUST consist of a single PTR record. More than one record in the RRset denotes a broken catalog zone which MUST NOT be processed (see Section 5.1).

When a consumer of catalog zone $OLDCATZ receives an update which adds or changes a coo property for a member zone in $OLDCATZ, it does _not_ migrate the member zone immediately. The migration has to wait for an update of $NEWCATZ. in which the member zone is present. The consumer MUST verify, before the actual migration, that coo property pointing to $NEWCATZ is still present in $OLDCATZ.

Unless the member node label (i.e. <unique-N>) for the member is the same in $NEWCATZ, all associated state for a just migrated zone MUST be reset (see Section 5.6). Note that the owner of $OLDCATZ allows for the zone associated state to be taken over by the owner of $NEWCATZ by default. To prevent the takeover of state, the owner of $OLDCATZ must remove this state by updating the associated properties or by performing a zone state reset (see Section 5.6) before or simultaneous with adding the coo property. (see also Section 7)

The old owner may remove the member zone containing the coo property from $OLDCATZ once it has been established that all its consumers have processed the Change of Ownership.
4.4.2. Groups (group property)

With a group property, consumer(s) can be signalled to treat some member zones within the catalog zone differently.

The consumer MAY apply different configuration options when processing member zones, based on the value of the group property. The exact handling of configuration referred to by the group property value is left to the consumer’s implementation and configuration. The property is defined by a TXT record in the sub-node labelled group.

The producer MAY assign a group property to all, some, or none of the member zones within a catalog zone. The producer MAY assign more than one group property to one member zone. This will make it possible to transfer group information for different consumer operators in a single catalog zone. Consumer operators SHOULD namespace their group properties to limit risk of clashes.

The consumer MUST ignore group property values it does not understand.

When a consumer sees multiple values in a group property of a single member zone that it _does_ understand, it MAY choose to process multiple, any one or none of them. This is left to the implementation.

4.4.2.1. Example

<unique-1>.zones.$CATZ 0 IN PTR example.com.
group.<unique-1>.zones.$CATZ 0 IN TXT nodnssec
<unique-2>.zones.$CATZ 0 IN PTR example.net.
group.<unique-2>.zones.$CATZ 0 IN TXT operator-x-sign-with-nsec3
group.<unique-2>.zones.$CATZ 0 IN TXT operator-y-nsec3

The catalog zone (snippet) above is an example where the producer signals how the consumer(s) shall treat DNSSEC for the zones "example.net." and "example.com."

For "example.com.", the consumer might be implemented and configured in the way that the member zone will not be signed with DNSSEC. For "example.net.", the consumers, at two different operators, might be implemented and configured in the way that the member zone will be signed with a NSEC3 chain.
4.5. Custom Properties (*.ext properties)

Implementations and operators of catalog zones may choose to provide their own properties. Custom properties can occur both globally, or for a specific member zone. To prevent a name clash with future properties, such properties should be represented below the label ext.

ext is not a placeholder, so a custom property would have domains names as follows:

; a global custom property:
<your-property>.ext.$CATZ

; a member zone custom property:
<your-property>.ext.<unique-N>.zones.$CATZ

<your-property> may consist of one or more labels.

Implementations SHOULD namespace their custom properties to limit risk of clashes with other implementations of catalog zones. For example by including the name of the implementation in the property, e.g. like: <property-name>..<implementation-name>.ext.$CATZ.

Implementations MAY use such properties on the member zone level to store additional information about member zones, for example to flag them for specific treatment.

Further, implementations MAY use custom properties on the global level to store additional information about the catalog zone itself. While there may be many use cases for this, a plausible one is to store default values for custom properties on the global level, then overriding them using a property of the same name on the member level (= under the ext label of the member node) if so desired. A property description should clearly say what semantics apply, and whether a property is global, member, or both.

The meaning of the custom properties described in this section is determined by the implementation alone, without expectation of interoperability. A catalog consumer SHOULD ignore custom properties it does not understand.

5. Nameserver Behavior

5.1. General Requirements

As it is a regular DNS zone, a catalog zone can be transferred using DNS zone transfers among nameservers.
Catalog updates should be automatic, i.e., when a nameserver that supports catalog zones completes a zone transfer for a catalog zone, it SHOULD apply changes to the catalog within the running nameserver automatically without any manual intervention.

Nameservers MAY allow loading and transfer of broken zones with incorrect catalog zone syntax (as they are treated as regular zones). The reason a catalog zone is considered broken SHOULD be communicated clearly to the operator (e.g. through a log message).

When a previously correct catalog zone becomes a broken catalog zone, because of an update through an incremental transfer or otherwise, it loses its catalog meaning. No special processing occurs. Member zones previously configured by this catalog MUST NOT be removed or reconfigured in any way.

If a name server restarts with a broken catalog zone, the broken catalog SHOULD NOT prevent the name server from starting up and serving the member zones in the last valid version of the catalog zone.

Processing of a broken catalog SHALL start (or resume) when the catalog turns into a correct catalog zone, for example by an additional update (through zone transfer or updates) fixing the catalog zone.

Similarly, when a catalog zone expires, it loses its catalog meaning and MUST no longer be processed as such. No special processing occurs until the zone becomes fresh again.

5.2. Member zone name clash

If there is a clash between an existing zone’s name (either from an existing member zone or otherwise configured zone) and an incoming member zone’s name (via transfer or update), the new instance of the zone MUST be ignored and an error SHOULD be logged.

A clash between an existing member zone’s name and an incoming member zone’s name (via transfer or update), may be an attempt to migrate a zone to a different catalog, but should not be treated as one except as described in Section 4.4.1.
5.3. Member zone removal

When a member zone is removed from a specific catalog zone, an authoritative server MUST NOT remove the zone and associated state data if the zone was not configured from that specific catalog zone. Only when the zone was configured from a specific catalog zone, and the zone is removed as a member from that specific catalog zone, the zone and associated state (such as zone data and DNSSEC keys) MUST be removed.

5.4. Member node name change

When via a single update or transfer, the member node’s label value (<unique-N>) changes, catalog consumers MUST process this as a member zone removal including all the zone’s associated state (as described in Section 5.3), immediately followed by processing the member as a newly to be configured zone in the same catalog.

5.5. Migrating member zones between catalogs

If all consumers of the catalog zones involved support the coo property, it is RECOMMENDED to perform migration of a member zone by following the procedure described in Section 4.4.1. Otherwise a migration of member zone from a catalog zone $OLDCATZ to a catalog zone $NEWCATZ has to be done by: first removing the member zone from $OLDCATZ; second adding the member zone to $NEWCATZ.

If in the process of a migration some consumers of the involved catalog zones did not catch the removal of the member zone from $OLDCATZ yet (because of a lost packet or down time or otherwise), but did already see the update of $NEWCATZ, they may consider the update adding the member zone in $NEWCATZ to be a name clash (see Section 5.2) and as a consequence the member is not migrated to $NEWCATZ. This possibility needs to be anticipated with a member zone migration. Recovery from such a situation is out of the scope of this document. It may for example entail a manually forced retransfer of $NEWCATZ to consumers after they have been detected to have received and processed the removal of the member zone from $OLDCATZ.

5.6. Zone-associated state reset

It may be desirable to reset state (such as zone data and DNSSEC keys) associated with a member zone.

A zone state reset may be performed by a change of the member node’s name (see Section 5.4).
6. Implementation and operational Notes

Although any valid domain name can be used for the catalog name $CATZ, it is RECOMMENDED to use either a domain name owned by the catalog producer, or to use a name under a suitable Special-Use Domain Name [RFC6761].

Catalog zones on secondary nameservers would have to be setup manually, perhaps as static configuration, similar to how ordinary DNS zones are configured when catalog zones or another automatic configuration mechanism is not in place. The secondary additionally needs to be configured as a catalog consumer for the catalog zone to enable processing of the member zones in the catalog, such as automatic synchronization of the member zones for secondary service.

Operators of catalog consumers should note that secondary name servers may receive DNS NOTIFY messages [RFC1996] for zones before they are seen as a newly added member zones to the catalog from which that secondary is provisioned.

Although they are regular DNS zones, catalog zones contain only information for the management of a set of authoritative nameservers. For this reason, operators may want to limit the systems able to query these zones.

Querying/serving catalog zone contents may be inconvenient via DNS due to the nature of their representation. An administrator may therefore want to use a different method for looking at data inside the catalog zone. Typical queries might include dumping the list of member zones, dumping a member zone’s effective configuration, querying a specific property value of a member zone, etc. Because of the structure of catalog zones, it may not be possible to perform these queries intuitively, or in some cases, at all, using DNS QUERY. For example, it is not possible to enumerate the contents of a multi-valued property (such as the list of member zones) with a single QUERY. Implementations are therefore advised to provide a tool that uses either the output of AXFR or an out-of-band method to perform queries on catalog zones.

Great power comes with great responsibility: Catalog zones simplify zone provisioning by orchestrating zones on secondary name servers from a single data source - the catalog. Hence, the catalog producer has great power and changes must be treated carefully. For example if the catalog is generated by some script and this script for whatever reason generates an empty catalog, millions of member zones may get deleted from their secondaries within seconds and all the affected domains may be offline in a blink.
7. Security Considerations

As catalog zones are transmitted using DNS zone transfers, it is RECOMMENDED that catalog zone transfer are protected from unexpected modifications by way of authentication, for example by using TSIG [RFC8945], or Strict or Mutual TLS authentication with DNS Zone transfer over TLS [RFC9103].

Use of DNS UPDATE [RFC2136] to modify the content of catalog zones SHOULD similarly be authenticated.

Zone transfers of member zones SHOULD similarly be authenticated. TSIG shared secrets used for member zones SHOULD NOT be mentioned in the catalog zone data. However, key identifiers may be shared within catalog zones.

Catalog zones reveal the zones served by the consumers of the catalog zone. It is RECOMMENDED to limit the systems able to query these zones. It is RECOMMENDED to transfer catalog zones confidentially [RFC9103].

As with regular zones, primary and secondary nameservers for a catalog zone may be operated by different administrators. The secondary nameservers may be configured as catalog consumer to synchronize catalog zones from the primary, but the primary’s administrators may not have any administrative access to the secondaries.

Administrative control over what zones are served from the configured name servers shifts completely from the server operator (consumer) to the "owner" (producer) of the catalog zone content.

With migration of member zones between catalogs using the coo property, it is possible for the owner of the target catalog (i.e. $NEWCATZ) to take over all associated state with the zone from the original owner (i.e. $OLDCATZ) by maintaining the same member node label (i.e. <unique-N>). To prevent the takeover of the zone associated state, the original owner has to enforce a zone state reset by changing the member node label (see Section 5.6) before or simultaneously with adding the coo property.
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Appendix A. Implementation Status

*Note to the RFC Editor*: please remove this entire appendix before publication.

In the following implementation status descriptions, "DNS Catalog Zones" refers to DNS Catalog Zones as described in this document.

* Knot DNS 3.1 (released August 2, 2021) supports full producing and consuming of catalog zones, including the group property.

* PowerDNS has a proof of concept external program called PowerCATZ (https://github.com/PowerDNS/powercatz/), that can process DNS Catalog Zones.
Proof of concept python scripts (https://github.com/IETF-Hackathon/NSDCatZ) that can be used for both generating and consuming DNS Catalog Zones with NSD have been developed during the hackathon at the IETF-109.

BIND 9.18.3+ supports version 2 catalog zones as described in this document.

Interoperability between the above implementations has been tested during the hackathon at the IETF-109.
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*Note to the RFC Editor*: please remove this entire appendix before publication.

* draft-muks-dnsop-dns-catalog-zones-00
  Initial public draft.
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  | Added Witold, Ray as authors. Fixed typos, consistency issues. Fixed references. Updated Area. Removed newly introduced custom RR TYPES. Changed schema version to 1. Changed TSIG requirement from MUST to SHOULD. Removed restrictive language about use of DNS QUERY. When zones are introduced into a catalog zone, a primary SHOULD first make the new zones available for transfers first (instead of MUST). Updated examples, esp. use IPv6 in examples per Fred Baker. Add catalog zone example.
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  | Addressed some review comments by Patrik Lundin.
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1. Introduction

DNSSEC is primarily described in [RFC4033], [RFC4034], and [RFC4035]. DNSSEC commonly uses another resource record beyond those defined in RFC 4034: NSEC3 [RFC5155]. DS resource records were originally defined in [RFC3658], and that definition was obsoleted by RFC 4034.

[RFC6014] updated the requirements for how DNSSEC cryptographic algorithm identifiers in the IANA registries are assigned, reducing the requirements from being "Standards Action" to "RFC Required". However, the IANA registry requirements for hash algorithms for DS records [RFC3658] and for the hash algorithms used in NSEC3 records [RFC5155] are still "Standards Action". This document updates those IANA registry requirements. (For reference on how IANA registries can be updated in general, see [RFC8126].)

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown here.
2. Update to RFC 6014

Section 4 updates RFC 6014 to bring the requirements for DS records and NSEC3 hash algorithms in line with the rest of the DNSSEC cryptographic algorithms by allowing any DS hash algorithms, NSEC3 hash algorithms, NSEC3 parameters, and NSEC3 flags that are fully described in an RFC to have identifiers assigned in the IANA registries. This is an addition to the IANA considerations in RFC 6014.

3. Update to RFC 8624

This document updates [RFC8624] for all DNSKEY and DS algorithms that are not on standards track.

The second paragraph of Section 1.2 of RFC 8624 currently says:

This document only provides recommendations with respect to mandatory-to-implement algorithms or algorithms so weak that they cannot be recommended. Any algorithm listed in the [DNSKEY-IANA] and [DS-IANA] registries that are not mentioned in this document MAY be implemented. For clarification and consistency, an algorithm will be specified as MAY in this document only when it has been downgraded from a MUST or a RECOMMENDED to a MAY.

That paragraph is now replaced with the following:

This document provides recommendations with respect to mandatory-to-implement algorithms, algorithms so weak that they cannot be recommended, and algorithms that are defined in RFCs that are not on standards track. Any algorithm listed in the [DNSKEY-IANA] and [DS-IANA] registries that are not mentioned in this document MAY be implemented. For clarification and consistency, an algorithm will be specified as MAY in this document only when it has been downgraded from a MUST or a RECOMMENDED to a MAY.

This update is also reflected in the IANA considerations in Section 4.

4. IANA Considerations

In the "Domain Name System Security (DNSSEC) NextSECure3 (NSEC3) Parameters" registry, the registration procedure for "DNSSEC NSEC3 Flags", "DNSSEC NSEC3 Hash Algorithms", and "DNSSEC NSEC3PARAM Flags" are changed from "Standards Action" to "RFC Required".
In the "Delegation Signer (DS) Resource Record (RR) Type Digest Algorithms" registry, the registration procedure for "Digest Algorithms" is changed from "Standards Action" to "RFC Required".

5. Security Considerations

Changing the requirements for getting security algorithms added to IANA registries as described in this document will make it easier to get good algorithms added to the registries, and will make it easier to get bad algorithms added to the registries. It is impossible to weigh the security impact of those two changes.

Administrators of DNSSEC-signed zones, and of validating resolvers, may have been making security decisions based on the contents of the IANA registries. This was a bad idea in the past, and now is an even worse idea because there will be more algorithms in those registries that may not have gone through IETF review. Security decisions about which algorithms are safe and not safe should be made by reading the security literature, not by looking in IANA registries.
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Operational Considerations for use of DNS in IoT devices
draft-ietf-opsawg-mud-iot-dns-considerations-04

Abstract

This document details concerns about how Internet of Things devices use IP addresses and DNS names. The issue becomes acute as network operators begin deploying RFC8520 Manufacturer Usage Description (MUD) definitions to control device access.

This document makes recommendations on when and how to use DNS names in MUD files.
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1. Introduction

[RFC8520] provides a standardized way to describe how a specific purpose device makes use of Internet resources. Access Control Lists (ACLs) can be defined in an RFC8520 Manufacturer Usage Description (MUD) file that permit a device to access Internet resources by DNS name.

Use of a DNS name rather than IP address in the ACL has many advantages: not only does the layer of indirection permit the mapping of name to IP address to be changed over time, it also generalizes automatically to IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, as well as permitting load balancing of traffic by many different common ways, including multi-CDN deployments wherein load balancing can account for geography and load.

At the MUD policy enforcement point -- the firewall -- there is a problem. The firewall has only access to the layer-3 headers of the packet. This includes the source and destination IP address, and if not encrypted by IPsec, the destination UDP or TCP port number present in the transport header. The DNS name is not present!

It has been suggested that one answer to this problem is to provide a forced intermediate for the TLS connections. This could in theory be done for TLS 1.2 connections. The MUD policy enforcement point could observe the Server Name Identifier (SNI) [RFC6066]. Some Enterprises do this already. But, as this involves active termination of the TCP connection (a forced circuit proxy) in order to see enough of the traffic, it requires significant effort. But, TLS 1.3 provides options to encrypt the SNI as the ESNI, which renders the practice useless in the end.

So in order to implement these name based ACLs, there must be a mapping between the names in the ACLs and layer-3 IP addresses. The first section of this document details a few strategies that are used.

The second section of this document details how common manufacturer anti-patterns get in the way this mapping.

The third section of this document details how current trends in DNS presolution such as public DNS servers, DNS over TLS (DoT), and DNS over HTTPS (DoH) cause problems for the strategies employed. Poor interactions with content-distribution networks is a frequent pathology that can result.
The fourth section of this document makes a series of recommendations ("best current practices") for manufacturers on how to use DNS, and IP addresses with specific purpose IoT devices.

The Privacy Considerations section concerns itself with issues that DNS-over-TLS and DNS-over-HTTPS are frequently used to deal with. How these concerns apply to IoT devices located within a residence or enterprise is a key concern.

The Security Considerations section covers some of the negative outcomes should MUD/firewall managers and IoT manufacturers choose not to cooperate.

2. Terminology

Although this document is not an IETF Standards Track publication, it adopts the conventions for normative language to provide clarity of instructions to the implementer. The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown here.

3. Strategies to map names

The most naive method is to try to map IP addresses to names using the in-addr.arpa (IPv4), and ipv6.arpa (IPv6) mappings. This fails for a number of reasons:

1. it can not be done fast enough,
2. it reveals usage patterns of the devices,
3. the mapping are often incomplete,
4. even if the mapping is present, due to virtual hosting, it may not map back to the name used in the ACL.

This is not a successful strategy, its use is NOT RECOMMENDED.

XXX --- explain in detail how this can fail.
XXX --- explain N:1 vs 1:1 for virtual hosting.
The simplest successful strategy for translating names is for a MUD controller to take is to do a DNS lookup on the name (a forward lookup), and then use the resulting IP addresses to populate the physical ACLs.

There are still a number of failures possible.

The most important one is in the mapping of the names to IP addresses may be non-deterministic. [RFC1794] describes the very common mechanism that returns DNS A (or reasonably AAAA) records in a permuted order. This is known as Round Robin DNS, and it has been used for many decades. The device is intended to use the first IP address that is returned, and each query returns addresses in a different ordering, splitting the load among many servers.

This situation does not result in failures as long as all possible A/AAAA records are returned. The MUD controller and the device get a matching set, and the ACLs that are setup cover all possibilities.

There are a number of circumstances in which the list is not exhaustive. The simplest is when the round robin does not return all addresses. This is routinely done by geographical DNS load balancing system. It can also happen if there are more addresses than will conveniently fit into a DNS reply. The reply will be marked as truncated. (If DNSSEC resolution will be done, then the entire RR must be retrieved over TCP (or using a larger EDNS(0) size) before being validated)

However, in a geographical DNS load balancing system, different answers are given based upon the locality of the system asking. There may also be further layers of round-robin indirection.

Aside from the list of records being incomplete, the list may have changed between the time that the MUD controller did the lookup and the time that the IoT device does the lookup, and this change can result in a failure for the ACL to match.

In order to compensate for this, the MUD controller SHOULD regularly do DNS lookups in order to get never have stale data. These lookups need to be rate limited in order to avoid load. It may be necessary to avoid local recursive DNS servers. The MUD controller SHOULD incorporate its own recursive caching DNS server. Properly designed recursive servers should cache data for many minutes to days, while the underlying DNS data can change at a higher frequency, providing different answers to different queries!
A MUD controller that is aware of which recursive DNS server that the IoT device will use can instead query that server on a periodic basis. Doing so provides three advantages:

1. any geographic load balancing will base the decision on the geolocation of the recursive DNS server, and the recursive name server will provide the same answer to the MUD controller as to the IoT device.

2. the resulting name to IP address mapping in the recursive name server will be cached, and will remain the same for the entire advertised Time-To-Live reported in the DNS query return. This also allows the MUD controller to avoid doing unnecessary queries.

3. if any addresses have been omitted in a round-robin DNS process, the cache will have the set of addresses that were returned.

The solution of using the same caching recursive resolver as the target device is very simple when the MUD controllers is located in a residential CPE device. The device is usually also the policy enforcement point for the ACLs, and a caching resolver is typically located on the same device. In addition the convenience, there is a shared fate advantage: as all three components are running on the same device, if the device is rebooted, clearing the cache, then all three components will get restarted when the device is restarted.

Where the solution is more complex is when the MUD controller is located elsewhere in an Enterprise, or remotely in a cloud such as when a Software Defines Network (SDN) is used to manage the ACLs. The DNS servers for a particular device may not be known to the MUD controller, nor the MUD controller be even permitted to make recursive queries that server if it is known. In this case, additional installation specific mechanisms are probably needed to get the right view of DNS.

4. DNS and IP Anti-Patterns for IoT device Manufacturers

In many design fields, there are good patterns that should be emulated, and often there are patterns that should not be emulated. The latter are called anti-patterns, as per [antipatterns].

This section describes a number of things with IoT manufacturers have been observed to do in the field, each of which presents difficulties for MUD enforcement points.
4.1. Use of IP address literals in-protocol

A common pattern for a number of devices is to look for firmware updates in a two step process. An initial query is made (often over HTTPS, sometimes with a POST, but the method is immaterial) to a vendor system that knows whether or not an update is required.

The current firmware model of the device is sometimes provided and then the authoritative server provides a determination if a new version is required, and if so, what version. In simpler cases, an HTTPS end point is queried which provides the name and URL of the most recent firmware.

The authoritative upgrade server then responds with a URL of a firmware blob that the device should download and install. Best practice is that firmware is either signed internally ([I-D.ietf-suit-architecture]) so that it can be verified, or a hash of the blob is provided.

An authoritative server might be tempted to provided an IP address literal inside the protocol: there are two arguments (anti-patterns) for doing this.

One is that it eliminates problems to firmware updates that might be caused by lack of DNS, or incompatibilities with DNS. For instance the bug that causes interoperability issues with some recursive servers would become unpatchable for devices that were forced to use that recursive resolver type.

A second reason to avoid a DNS in the URL is when an inhouse content-distribution system is involved that involves on-demand instances being added (or removed) from a cloud computing architecture.

But, there are many problems with use of IP address literals for the location of the firmware.

The first is that the update service server must decide whether to provide an IPv4 or an IPv6 literal. A DNS name can contain both kinds of addresses, and can also contain many different IP addresses of each kind.

The second problem is that it forces the MUD file definition to contain the exact same IP address literals. It must also contain an ACL for each address literal. DNS provides a useful indirection method that naturally aggregates the addresses.
A third problem involves the use of HTTPS. IP address literals do not provide enough context for TLS ServerNameIndicator to be useful [RFC6066]. This limits the firmware repository to be a single tenant on that IP address, and for IPv4 (at least), this is no longer a sustainable use of IP addresses.

And with any non-deterministic name or address that is returned, the MUD controller is not challenged to validate the transaction, as it can not see into the communication.

Third-party content-distribution networks (CDN) tend to use DNS names in order to isolate the content-owner from changes to the distribution network.

4.2. Use of non-deterministic DNS names in-protocol

A second pattern is for a control protocol to connect to a known HTTP end point. This is easily described in MUD. Within that control protocol references are made to additional content at other URLs. The values of those URLs do not fit any easily described pattern and may point at arbitrary names.

Those names are often within some third-party Content-Distribution-Network (CDN) system, or may be arbitrary names in a cloud-provider storage system such as Amazon S3 (such [AmazonS3], or [Akamai]).

Such names may be unpredictably chosen by the content provider, and not the content owner, and so impossible to insert into a MUD file.

Even if the content provider chosen names are deterministic they may change at a rate much faster than MUD files can be updated.

This in particular may apply to the location where firmware updates may be retrieved.

4.3. Use of a too inclusive DNS name

Some CDNs make all customer content at a single URL (such as s3.amazonaws.com). This seems to be ideal from a MUD point of view: a completely predictable URL.

The problem is that a compromised device could then connect to the contents of any bucket, potentially attacking the data from other customers.
Exactly what the risk is depends upon what the other customers are doing: it could be limited to simply causing a distributed denial of service attack resulting to high costs to those customers, or such an attack could potentially include writing content.

Amazon has recognized the problems associated with this practice, and aims to change it to a virtual hosting model, as per [awss3virtualhosting].

The MUD ACLs provide only for permitting end points (hostnames and ports), but do not filter URLs (nor could filtering be enforced within HTTPS).

5. DNS privacy and outsourcing versus MUD controllers

[RFC7858] and [RFC8094] provide for DNS over TLS (DoT) and DNS over HTTPS (DoH). [I-D.ietf-dnsop-terminology-ter] details the terms. But, even with traditional DNS over Port-53 (Do53), it is possible to outsource DNS queries to other public services, such as those operated by Google, CloudFlare, Verisign, etc.

For some users and classes of device, revealing the DNS queries to those outside entities may constitute a privacy concern. For other users the use of an insecure local resolver may constitute a privacy concern.

As described above in Section 3 the MUD controller needs to have access to the same resolver(s) as the IoT device.

6. Recommendations to IoT device manufacturer on MUD and DNS usage

Inclusion of a MUD file with IoT devices is operationally quite simple. It requires only a few small changes to the DHCP client code to express the MUD URL. It can even be done without code changes via the use of a QR code affixed to the packaging (see [I-D.richardson-mud-qrcode]).

The difficult part is determining what to put into the MUD file itself. There are currently tools that help with the definition and analysis of MUD files, see [mudmaker]. The remaining difficulty is now the semantic contents of what is in the MUD file. An IoT manufacturer must now spend some time reviewing what the network communications that their device does.

This document has discussed a number of challenges that occur relating to how DNS requests are made and resolved, and it is the goal of this section to make recommendations on how to modify IoT systems to work well with MUD.
6.1. Consistently use DNS

For the reasons explained in Section 4.1, the most important recommendation is to avoid using IP address literals in any protocol. Names should always be used.

6.2. Use primary DNS names controlled by the manufacturer

The second recommendation is to allocate and use names within zones controlled by the manufacturer. These names can be populated with an alias (see [RFC8499] section 2) that points to the production system. Ideally, a different name is used for each logical function, allowing for different rules in the MUD file to be enabled and disabled.

While it used to be costly to have a large number of aliases in a web server certificate, this is no longer the case. Wildcard certificates are also commonly available which allowed for an infinite number of possible names.

6.3. Use Content-Distribution Network with stable names

When aliases point to a Content-Distribution Network (CDN), prefer to use stable names that point to appropriately load balanced targets. CDNs that employ very low time-to-live (TTL) values for DNS make it harder for the MUD controller to get the same answer as the IoT Device. A CDN that always returns the same set of A and AAAA records, but permutes them to provide the best one first provides a more reliable answer.

6.4. Do not use geofenced names

Due the problems with different answers from different DNS servers, described above, a strong recommendation is to avoid using such things.

6.5. Prefer DNS servers learnt from DHCP/Route Advertisements

IoT Devices should prefer doing DNS to the network provided DNS servers. Whether this is restricted to Classic DNS (Do53) or also includes using DoT/DoH is a local decision, but a locally provided DoT server SHOULD be used, as recommended by [I-D.reddy-dprive-bootstrap-dns-server] and [I-D.peterson-doh-dhcp].

The ADD WG is currently only focusing on insecure discovery mechanisms like DHCP/RA [I-D.btw-add-home] and DNS based discovery mechanisms (I-D.pauly-add-deer)). Secure discovery of network provided DoH/DoT resolver is possible using the mechanisms discussed in [I-D.reddy-add-enterprise] section-4.
Use of public QuadX resolver instead of the provided DNS resolver, whether Do53, DoT or DoH is discouraged. Should the network provide such a resolver for use, then there is no reason not to use it, as the network operator has clearly thought about this.

Some manufacturers would like to have a fallback to using a public resolver to mitigate against local misconfiguration. There are a number of reasons to avoid this, or at least do this very carefully.

It is recommended that use of non-local resolvers is only done when the locally provided resolvers provide no answers to any queries at all, and do so repeatedly. The use of the operator provided resolvers SHOULD be retried on a periodic basis, and once they answer, there should be no further attempts to contact public resolvers.

Finally, the list of public resolvers that might be contacted MUST be listed in the MUD file as destinations that are to be permitted! This should include the port numbers (53, 853 for DoT, 443 for DoH) that will be used as well.

7. Privacy Considerations

The use of non-local DNS servers exposes the list of names resolved to a third parties, including passive eavesdroppers.

The use of DoT and DoH eliminates the minimizes threat from passive eavesdropped, but still exposes the list to the operator of the DoT or DoH server. There are additional methods, such as described by [I-D.pauly-dprive-oblivious-doh].

The use of unencrypted (Do53) requests to a local DNS server exposes the list to any internal passive eavesdroppers, and for some situations that may be significant, particularly if unencrypted WiFi is used. Use of Encrypted DNS connection to a local DNS recursive resolver is a preferred choice, assuming that the trust anchor for the local DNS server can be obtained, such as via [I-D.reddy-dprive-bootstrap-dns-server].

IoT devices that reach out to the manufacturer at regular intervals to check for firmware updates are informing passive eavesdroppers of the existence of a specific manufacturer’s device being present at the origin location.

Identifying the IoT device type empowers the attacker to launch targeted attacks to the IoT device (e.g., Attacker can advantage of the device vulnerability).
While possession of a Large (Kitchen) Appliance at a residence may be uninteresting to most, possession of intimate personal devices (e.g., "sex toys") may be a cause for embarrassment.

IoT device manufacturers are encouraged to find ways to anonymize their update queries. For instance, contracting out the update notification service to a third party that deals with a large variety of devices would provide a level of defense against passive eavesdropping. Other update mechanisms should be investigated, including use of DNSSEC signed TXT records with current version information. This would permit DoT or DoH to convey the update notification in a private fashion. This is particularly powerful if a local recursive DoT server is used, which then communicates using DoT over the Internet.

The more complex case of Section 4.1 postulates that the version number needs to be provided to an intelligent agent that can decide the correct route to do upgrades. The current [I-D.ietf-suit-architecture] specification provides a wide variety of ways to accomplish the same thing without having to divulge the current version number.

The use of a publically specified firmware update protocol would also enhance privacy of IoT devices. In such a system the IoT device would never contact the manufacturer for version information or for firmware itself. Instead, details of how to query and where to get the firmware would be provided as a MUD extension, and a Enterprise-wide mechanism would retrieve firmware, and then distribute it internally. Aside from the bandwidth savings of downloading the firmware only once, this also makes the number of devices active confidential, and provides some evidence about which devices have been upgraded and which ones might still be vulnerable. (The unpatched devices might be lurking, powered off, lost in a closet)

8. Security Considerations

This document deals with conflicting Security requirements:

1. devices which an operator wants to manage using [RFC8520]

2. requirements for the devices to get access to network resources that may be critical to their continued safe operation.

This document takes the view that the two requirements do not need to be in conflict, but resolving the conflict requires some advance planning by all parties.
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1. Introduction

DNS filters are deployed for a variety of reasons, including endpoint security, parental filtering, and filtering required by law enforcement. Some of these reasons are discussed in more detail below:

- Various network security services are provided by Enterprise networks to protect endpoints (e.g., Hosts including IoT devices). Network-based security solutions such as firewalls and Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) rely upon network traffic inspection to implement perimeter-based security policies. The network security services may, for example, prevent malware download, block known malicious domains, block phishing sites, etc.

These network security services act on DNS queries originating from endpoints. For example, DNS firewalls, a method of expressing DNS response policy information inside specially constructed DNS zones, known as Response Policy Zones (RPZs) allows DNS servers to modify their DNS responses in real time in order to stop access to malware and phishing domains. Note that...
some of the commonly known types of malware are viruses, worms, trojans, bots, ransomware, backdoors, spyware, and adware.

- Network devices in a home network offer network security to protect the devices within the home network by performing DNS-based content filtering. The network security service may, for example, block access to specific domains to enforce parental control, block access to malware sites, etc.

- Internet Service Providers (ISPs) typically block access to some DNS domains due to a requirement imposed by an external entity (e.g., Law Enforcement Agency). Such blocking is performed using DNS-based content filtering.

DNS responses can be filtered by sending a bogus (also called, "forged") A or AAAA response, NXDOMAIN error or empty answer, or an extended DNS error (EDE) code defined in [RFC8914]. Each of these methods have advantages and disadvantages that are discussed below:

1. The DNS response is forged to provide a list of IP addresses that points to an HTTP(S) server alerting the end user about the reason for blocking access to the requested domain (e.g., malware). When an HTTP(S) enabled domain name is blocked, the network security device (e.g., CPE, firewall) presents a block page instead of the HTTP response from the content provider hosting that domain. If an HTTP enabled domain name is blocked, the network security device intercepts the HTTP request and returns a block page over HTTP. If an HTTPS enabled domain is blocked, the block page is also served over HTTPS. In order to return a block page over HTTPS, man in the middle (MITM) is enabled on endpoints by generating a local root certificate and an accompanying (local) public/private key pair. The local root certificate is installed on the endpoint while the network security device(s) stores a copy of the private key. During the TLS handshake, the network security device modifies the certificate provided by the server and (re)signs it using the private key from the local root certificate.

   * However, configuring the local root certificate on endpoints is not a viable option in several deployments like home networks, schools, Small Office/Home Office (SOHO), and Small/Medium Enterprise (SME). In these cases, the typical behavior is that the forged DNS response directs the user towards a server hosted to display the block page which breaks the TLS connection. For web-browsing this then results in an HTTPS certificate error message indicating that a secure connection could not be established, which gives no information to the end-user about the reason for the error.
The typical errors are "The security certificate presented by this website was not issued by a trusted certificate authority" (Internet Explorer/Edge"), "The site's security certificate is not trusted" (Chrome), "This Connection is Untrusted" (Firefox), "Safari can't verify the identity of the website..." (Safari on MacOS)".

* Enterprise networks do not assume that all the connected devices are managed by the IT team or Mobile Device Management (MDM) devices, especially in the quite common Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) scenario. In addition, the local root certificate cannot be installed on IoT devices without a device management tool.

* An end user does not know why the connection was reset and, consequently, may repeatedly try to reach the domain but with no success. Frustrated, the end user may switch to an alternate network that offers no DNS-level protection against malware and phishing, potentially compromising both security and privacy. Furthermore, certificate errors train users to click through certificate errors, which is a bad security practice. To eliminate the need for an end user to click through certificate errors, an end user may manually install a local root certificate on a host device (e.g. [Chrome-Install-Cert]). Doing so, however, is also a bad security practice as it creates a security vulnerability that may be exploited by a MITM attack. When a manually installed local root certificate expires, the user has to (again) manually install the new local root certificate.

2. The DNS response is forged to provide a NXDOMAIN response to cause the DNS lookup to terminate in failure. In this case, an end user does not know why the domain cannot be reached and may repeatedly try to reach the domain but with no success. Frustrated, the end user may use insecure connections to reach the domain, potentially compromising both security and privacy.

3. The extended error codes Blocked, Censored, and Filtered defined in Section 4 of [RFC8914] can be returned by a DNS server to provide additional information about the cause of an DNS error. If the extended error code "Forged Answer" defined in Section 4.5 of [RFC8914] is returned by the DNS server, the client can identify the DNS response is forged together with the reason for HTTPS certificate error.

These extended error codes do not suffer from the limitations discussed in bullets (1) and (2), but the user still does not know the exact reason nor he/she is aware of the exact entity
blocking the access to the domain. For example, a DNS server may block access to a domain based on the content category such as "Adult Content" to enforce parental control, "Violence & Terrorism" due to an external requirement imposed by an external entity (e.g., Law Enforcement Agency), etc. These content categories cannot be standardized because the classification of domains into content categories is vendor specific, typically ranges from 40 to 100 types of categories depending on the vendor and the categories keep evolving. Furthermore, the threat data used to categorize domains may sometimes misclassify domains (e.g., domains wrongly classified as Domain Generation Algorithm (DGA) by deep learning techniques, domain wrongly classified as phishing due to crowd sourcing, new domains not categorized by the threat data). A user needs to know the contact details of the IT/InfoSec team to raise a complaint.

4. The EXTRA-TEXT field of the EDE option defined in Section 2 of [RFC8914] can include additional textual information about the cause of the error, but the information could be provided in a language that is not understood by the user. When a resolver or forwarder forwards the received EDE option, the EXTRA-TEXT field only conveys the source of the error (Section 3 of [RFC8914]) and does not provide additional textual information about the cause of the error. Most importantly, EDE option does not offer authenticated information; it can thus be spoofed by an attacker. In addition, the additional textual information may not be able to convey all of the required information about the cause of the DNS error because lengthy EXTRA-TEXT content would be truncated to prevent fragmentation (Section 3 of [RFC8914]).

No matter which type of response is generated (forged IP address(es), NXDOMAIN or empty answer, or an extended error code), the user who triggered the DNS query has little chance to understand which entity filtered the query, how to report a mistake in the filter, or why the entity filtered it at all. This document describes a mechanism to provide an URI which, when accessed, provides such information to the user.

One of the other benefits of this approach is to eliminate the need to "spoof" block pages for HTTPS resources. This is achieved as the block page no longer needs to create a signed certificate when blocking a destination. This approach avoids the need to install a local root certificate authority on those IT-managed devices.
2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119][RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown here.

This document makes use of the terms defined in [RFC8499].

'Encrypted DNS' refers to any encrypted scheme to convey DNS messages, for example, DNS-over-HTTPS [RFC8484], DNS-over-TLS [RFC7858], or DNS-over-QUIC [I-D.ietf-dprive-dnsoquic].

3. Error Page URI EDNS0 Option Format

This document uses an EDNS0 [RFC6891] option to include the URI that provides additional information in a DNS response about the cause of blocking access to a requested domain. This option is structured as depicted in Figure 1.

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| OPTION-CODE |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| OPTION-LENGTH |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| ERROR-PAGE-URI-LENGTH (fixed size) |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
/|
ERROR-PAGE-URI (variable size) / |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
```

Figure 1: Error Page URI EDNS0 Option Format

The description of the fields is as follows:

- OPTION-CODE: TBD, indicates the code assigned for Error Page URI (Section 6.1.2 of [RFC6891]). [RFC Editor: change TBD to the proper code once assigned by IANA.]

- OPTION-LENGTH: See Section 6.1.2 of [RFC6891]. This field contains the length of the payload (everything after OPTION-LENGTH) in octets. The variability of the option length stems from the variable-length ERROR-PAGE-URI field.

- ERROR-PAGE-URI-LENGTH: This 16-bit field indicates the length of ERROR-PAGE-URI. It MUST NOT be set to 0.
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The Error Page URI option can be included in any response (SERVFAIL, NXDOMAIN, REFUSED, and even NOERROR, etc.) to a query that includes OPT Pseudo-RR [RFC6891].

The URI Template defined in ERROR-PAGE-URI describes how to construct the URL to fetch the error page. The agent acting as the HTTPS client on the endpoint encodes an FQDN to which access is denied into an HTTP GET request to retrieve the error page. The HTTPS server returning the error page defines the URI used by the HTTP GET request through the use of a URI Template. The URI Template is processed with a defined variable "target-domain" whose value is set to the FQDN to which access is denied.

The FQDN is provided as the variable value for "target-domain" to expand the URI Template into an URI reference in the HTTP GET request.

An example is illustrated below:

If the URI Template is "https://resolver.example.net/block-page{?target-domain}" for the HTTPS server returning the error page and access to the target domain "example.com" is blocked by the encrypted DNS server, the variable "target-domain" has the value "example.com" sent in an HTTP GET request. In the above example, the expansion of the above URI Template is "https://resolver.example.net/block-page?target-domain=example.com".

HTTP/2 [RFC7540] is the minimum RECOMMENDED HTTP version to use to retrieve the error page. The HTTPS client retrieving the error page MUST verify the entire certification path as per [RFC5280]. The HTTPS client additionally uses validation techniques described in [RFC6125] to compare the domain name in the error page URI to the server certificate provided in TLS handshake. See [RFC7525] for additional TLS recommendations.

4. Error Page URI Processing

The DNS client MUST follow the rules below to process the Error Page URI EDNS0 option:
If the DNS response contains more than one Error Page URI EDNS0 option, the DNS client MUST discard all Error Page URI EDNS0 options in the DNS response.

The Error Page URI EDNS0 option MUST be processed by the DNS client for a "Censored", "Blocked", "Filtered" or "Forged" extended error codes and MUST be ignored for any other type of extended DNS error code. When "Censored", "Blocked", "Filtered" or "Forged" extended error code is returned in conjunction with an Error Page URI EDNS0 option, any other resource records in the answer MUST be ignored by clients supporting this specification.

The DNS client MUST reject the error page URI if the scheme is not "https".

4.1. Mitigating EDNS0 Forgery

The Error Page URI EDNS0 option is susceptible to forgery. An attacker (e.g., a man in the middle (MITM)) could insert an extended Error Page URI EDNS0 option into the DNS response causing a client to attempt to visit that URI. For instance, the attacker can be located between the stub resolver and DNS recursive server or between the DNS proxy and the upstream resolver. To mitigate that attack, the following measures are enforced:

The DNS client MUST NOT process the DNS response with Error Page URI EDNS0 option unless DNS messages exchanged are cryptographically protected using encrypted DNS.

If a DNS client has enabled opportunistic privacy profile (Section 5 of [RFC8310]) for DoT, the DNS client will either fallback to an encrypted connection without authenticating the DNS server provided by the local network or fallback to clear text DNS, and cannot exchange encrypted DNS messages. Both of these fallback mechanisms adversely impacts security and privacy. If the DNS client has enabled opportunistic privacy profile for DoT, the DNS client MUST ignore Error Page URI EDNS0 option in responses, but SHOULD process other parts of the response.

If a DNS client has enabled strict privacy profile (Section 5 of [RFC8310]) for DoT, the DNS client requires an encrypted connection and successful authentication of the DNS server; this mitigates both passive eavesdropping and client redirection (at the expense of providing no DNS service if an encrypted, authenticated connection is not available). If the DNS client has enabled strict privacy profile for DoT, the client can process the DNS response with Error Page URI EDNS0 option. Note that the strict and opportunistic privacy profiles as defined in [RFC8310]
only applies to DoT protocol, there has been no such distinction made for DoH protocol.

- If the DNS client determines that the encrypted DNS server does not offer DNS filtering service, it MUST reject the Error Page URI EDNS0 option. For example, the DNS client can learn whether the encrypted DNS resolver performs DNS-based content filtering or not by retrieving resolver information using the method defined in [I-D.reddy-add-resolver-info].

- DNS forwarders (or DNS proxies) are supposed to propagate unknown EDNS0 options (Sections 4.1 and 4.4.1 of [RFC5625]), which means the Error Page URI EDNS0 option may get propagated by such a DNS server. To detect this scenario, the DNS client MUST verify the domain name in the Error Page URI matches the domain name of the encrypted DNS resolver. If this match fails, the DNS client MUST ignore Error Page URI EDNS0 option in the response, but SHOULD process other parts of the response.

5. Error Page

The following outlines the RECOMMENDED contents of an error page to assist the operator developing the error page:

- The exact reason for blocking access to the domain. If the domain is blocked based on some threat data, the threat type associated with the blocked domain can be provided/displayed to the end user. For example, the reason can indicate the type of malware blocked like spyware and the damage it can do the security and privacy of the user.

- The domain name blocked.

- If query was blocked by regulation, a pointer to a regulatory text that mandates this query block.

- The entity (or organization) blocking the access to the domain and contact details of the IT/InfoSec team to raise a complaint.

- The blocked error page to not include Ads and dynamic content.

The content of the error page discussed above is non-normative, the above text only provides the guidelines and template for the error page and:

- does not attempt to offer an exhaustive list for the contents of an error page.
6. Usability Considerations

The error page SHOULD be returned in the user’s preferred language as expressed by the Accept-Language HTTP header.

7. Security Considerations

Security considerations in Section 6 of [RFC8914] and [RFC8624] need to be taken into consideration.

The Error Page URI EDNS0 option causes an HTTPS retrieval by the client. To prevent forgery of the Error Page URI EDNS0 option, this specification requires it only be sent only over an encrypted DNS channel with an authorized DNS server.

The client knows it is connecting to a HTTPS server returning the error page. To reduce threat surface the client can retrieve the Error Page URL using, for example, an isolated environment and take other precautions such as clearly labeling the page as untrusted or prevent user interaction with the page. Such isolation should prevent transmitting cookies, block JavaScript, block auto-fill of credentials or personal information, and be isolated from the user’s normal environment.

Browsers perform some of the above restrictions when accessing captive portals (Section 5 of [RFC8910] or [Safari-Cookie]), during private browsing, or using containerization [Facebook-Container].

Note that the means to use a sandbox environment and a user interface presenting the error page are not covered in this document. By its nature, these aspects are implementation specific and best left to the application and user interface designers.

The encrypted DNS session provides transport security for the interaction between the DNS client and server, but DNSSEC signing and validation is not possible for the Error Page URI EDNS0 option returning the Error Page URI Template. However, this specification mandates the DNS client to not process DNS response with Error Page URI EDNS0 option if domain name in the Error Page URI does not match the domain name of the encrypted DNS server. The validation ensures both the servers are operated by the same entity and have the same origin (similar to the Same Origin Policy (SOP)).

By design, the object referenced by the error page URL potentially exposes additional information about the DNS resolution process that
may leak information. An example of this is the reason for blocking
the access to the domain name and the entity blocking access to the
domain.

8. IANA Considerations

8.1. A New Error Page URI EDNS Option

This document defines a new EDNS(0) option, entitled "Error Page
URI", assigned a value of TBD from the "DNS EDNS0 Option Codes (OPT)"
registry [to be removed upon publication:
[http://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-parameters/dns-
parameters.xhtml#dns-parameters-11]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>Error Page URI</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>[ This document ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction

[RFC8901] describes the necessary steps and API for a Multi-Signer DNSSEC configuration. In this document we will combine [RFC8901] with [RFC8078] and [RFC7477] to define an automatable algorithm for setting up, operating and decommissioning of a Multi-Signer DNSSEC configuration.

One of the special cases of Multi-Signer DNSSEC is the secure change of DNS operator. Using Multi-Signer Model 2 the secure change of DNS operator can be accomplished.

1.1. Out-Of-Scope

In order for any Multi-Signer group to give consistent answers across all nameservers, the data contents of the zone also have to be synchronized (in addition to infrastructure records like NS, DNSKEY, CDS etc). This content synchronization is out-of-scope for this document (although there are a number of methods that can be used, such as making the the same updates to each operator using their respective APIs, using zone transfer in conjunction with "inline signing" at each operator, etc.)

1.2. Notation

Short definitions of expressions used in this document

*Signer*

An entity signing a zone

*Multi-Signer Group*

A group of signers that sign the same zone

*Controller*

An entity controlling the multi-signer group. Used in the decentralized model.

1.3. Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2. Use Cases
2.1. Maintaining a Multi-Signer group

As described in [RFC8901] a Multi-Signer DNSSEC configuration has some challenges that can be overcome with the right infrastructure and following a number of steps for setup and operation.

In this document we describe, except for the initial trust, how the steps in the Multi-Signer DNSSEC setup can be automated.

2.2. Secure Nameserver Operator Transition

Changing the nameserver operator of a DNSSEC signed zone can be challenging. Currently the most common method is temporarily "going insecure". This is poor for security, and for users relying on the security of the zone. Furthermore, when DNSSEC is being used for application security functions like DANE [RFC6698], it is critical that the DNSSEC chain of trust remain unbroken during the transfer.

Multi-Signer DNSSEC Model 2 provides a mechanism for transitioning from one nameserver operator to another without "going insecure". A new operator joins the current operator in a temporary Multi-Signer group. Once that is accomplished and stable the old operator leaves the Multi-Signer group completing the transition.

3. Automation Models

Automation of the necessary steps can be categorized into two main models, centralized and decentralized. Both have pros and cons, and a zone operator should carefully choose the model that works best.

3.1. Centralized

In a centralized model the zone operator will run controller that executes all steps necessary and controls all signers.

A centralized controller needs to have authorized access to all signers. This can be achieved in a variety of different ways. For example will many service providers offer access through a REST API. Another possibility is access through Dynamic Update [RFC2136] with TSIG authentication.

3.2. Decentralized

In the decentralized models all signers will communicate with each other and execute the necessary steps on their instance only. For this signers need a specialized protocol to communicate configuration details that are not part of the zone data.
3.3. Capabilities

In order for any of the models to work the signer must support the following capabilities.

1. Add DNSKEY records (without the private key)
2. Remove (previously added) DNSKEY record(s)
3. Add CDS and CDNSKEY records for keys not in the DNSKEY set
4. Remove (previously added) CDS and CDNSKEY records
5. Add CSYNC record
6. Remove CSYNC record

4. Algorithms

4.1. Prerequisites

Each Signer to be added, including the initial Signer, must meet the following prerequisites before joining the Multi-Signer Group

1. A working setup of the zone, including DNSSEC signing.
2. Uses the same algorithm for DNSSEC signing as the Multi-Signer group uses or will use.
3. Signer or controller must be able to differentiate between its own keys and keys from others signers
4. Signer controller must be able to differentiate between NS records that are updated by itself and NS records that receive updates from other signers.
5. The domain must be covered by a CDS/CDNSKEY scanner and a CSYNC scanner. Otherwise updates to the parent zone have to be made manually.

4.2. Definitions

4.2.1. DS Waiting Time

Once the parent has picked up and published the new DS record set, the any further changes MUST to be delayed until the new DS set has propagated.
The minimum DS Waiting Time is the TTL of the DS RRset.

4.2.2. DNSKEY Waiting Time

Once the DNSKEY sets of all signers are updated, any further changes MUST be delayed until the new DNSKEY set has propagated.

The minimum DNSKEY Waiting Time is the maximum of all DNSKEYS TTL values from all signers plus the time it takes to publish the zone on all secondaries.

4.2.3. NS Waiting Time

Once the parent has picked up and published the new NS record set, any further changes MUST be delayed until the new NS set has propagated.

The minimum NS Waiting Time is the maximum of the TTL value of the NS set in the parent zone and all NS sets from all signers.

4.3. Setting up a new Multi-Signer group

The zone is already authoritatively served by one DNS operator and is DNSSEC signed. For full automation both the KSK and ZSK or CSK must be online.

This would be a special case, a Multi-Signer group with only one signer.

4.4. A Signer joins the Multi-Signer group

1. Confirm that the incoming Signer meets the prerequisites.

2. Establish a trust mechanism between the Multi-Signer group and the Signer.

3. Add ZSK for each signer to all other Signers.

4. Calculate CDS/CDNSKEY Records for all KSKs/CSKs represented in the Multi-Signer group.

5. Configure all Signers with the compiled CDS/CDNSKEY RRSET.

6. Wait for Parent to publish the combined DS RRset.

7. Remove CDS/CDNSKEY Records from all Signers. (optional)

8. Wait maximum of DS-Wait-Time and DNSKEY-Wait-Time
9. Compile NS RRSET including all NS records from all Signers.

10. Configure all Signers with the compiled NS RRSET.

11. Compare NS RRSET of the Signers to the Parent, if there is a difference publish CSYNC record with NS and A and AAAA bit set on all signers.

12. Wait for Parent to publish NS.

13. Remove CSYNC record from all signers. (optional)

4.5. A signer leaves the Multi-Signer group

1. Remove exiting Signer’s NS records from remaining Signers

2. Compare NS RRSET of the Signers to the Parent, if there is a difference publish CSYNC record with NS and A and AAAA bit set on remaining signers.

3. Wait for Parent to publish NS RRSET.

4. Remove CSYNC record from all signers. (optional)

5. Wait NS-Wait-Time

6. Stop the exiting Signer from answering queries.

7. Calculate CDS/CDNSKEY Records for KSKs/CSKs published by the remaining Signers.

8. Configure remaining Signers with the compiled CDS/CDNSKEY RRSET.

9. Remove ZSK of the exiting Signer from remaining Signers.

10. Wait for Parent to publish the updated DS RRset.

11. Remove CDS/CDNSKEY set from all signers. (Optional)

4.6. A Signer performs a ZSK rollover

1. The signer introduces the new ZSK in its own DNSKEY RRset.

2. Update all signers with the new ZSK.

3. Wait DNSKEY-Wait-Time

4. Signer can start using the new ZSK.
5. When the old ZSK is not used in any signatures by the signer, the signer can remove the old ZSK from its DNSKEY RRset.

6. Remove ZSK from DNSKEY RRset of all signers.

4.7. A Signer performs a CSK or KSK rollover

1. Signer publishes new CSK / KSK in its own DNSKEY RRset.
2. In case of CSK, add CSK to DNSKEY set of all other Signers.
3. Signer signs DNSKEY RRset with old and new CSK / KSK.
4. Calculate new CDS/CDNSKEY RRset and publish on all signers.
5. Wait for parent to pickup and publish new DS RR set.
7. Signer removes old CSK/KSK from its DNSKEY RR set. And removes all signatures done with this key.
8. In case of CSK, remove old CSK from DNSKEY set of all other signers.
9. Calculate new CDS/CDNSKEY RRset and publish on all signers.
10. Wait for parent to pickup and publish new DS RR set.
11. Remove CDS/CDNSKEY RR sets from all signers.

4.8. Algorithm rollover for the whole Multi-Signer group.
1. All signers publish KSK and ZSK or CSK using the new algorithm.
2. All signers sign all zone data with the new keys.
3. Wait until all signers have signed all data with the new key(s).
4. Add new ZSK of each signer to all other Signers.
5. Calculate new CDS/CDNSKEY RRset and publish on all signers.
6. Wait for parent to pickup and publish new DS RR set.
7. Wait DS-Wait-Time + DNSKEY-Wait-Time
8. Removes all keys and signatures which are using the old algorithm.

9. Calculate new CDS/CDNSKEY RRset and publish on all signers.

10. Wait for parent to pickup and publish new DS RR set.

11. Remove CDS/CDNSKEY RR sets from all signers.

5. Signers with different algorithms in one Multi-Signer group

Section 2.2 of [RFC4035] states that a signed zone MUST include a DNSKEY for each algorithm present in the zone’s DS RRset and expected trust anchors for the zone.

A setup where different signers use different key algorithms therefore violates [RFC4035].

According to Section 5.11 of [RFC6840] validators SHOULD NOT insist that all algorithms signaled in the DS RRset work, and they MUST NOT insist that all algorithms signaled in the DNSKEY RRset work.

So a Multi-Signer setup where different signers use different key algorithms should still validate.

This could be an acceptable risk in a situation where going insecure is not desirable or impossible and name servers have to be changed between operators which only support distinct set of key algorithms.

We have to consider the following scenarios

*Validator supports both algorithms*

Validation should be stable through all stages of the multi-signer algorithms.

*Validator supports none of the algorithms*

The validator will treat the zone as unsigned. Resolution should work through all stages of the multi-signer algorithms.

*Validator supports only one of the algorithms*

The validator will not be able to validate the DNSKEY RR set or any data from one of the signers. So in some cases the validator will consider the zone bogus and reply with a SERVFAIL response code.
The later scenario can be mitigated, but not fully eliminated, by selecting two well supported algorithms.
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7. IANA Considerations

8. Implementation Status

One implementation of a centralized controller which supports updates through Dynamic DNS or REST API’s of several vendors has been implemented by the Swedish Internet Foundation.

The code can be found as part of the Multi-Signer project on Github https://github.com/DNSSEC-Provisioning/multi-signer-controller

9. Security Considerations

Every step of the multi-signer algorithms has to be carefully executed at the right time and date. Any failure could resolve in the loss of resolution for the domain.

Independently of the chosen model, it is crucial that only authorized entities will be able to change the zone data. Some providers or software installation allow to make more specific configuration on the allowed changes. All extra steps to allows as little access to change zone data as possible should be taken.

If used correctly the multi-signer algorithm will strengthen the DNS security by avoiding "going insecure" at any stage of the domain life cycle.
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Appendix A. Change History

A.1. Change from 01 to 02

1. Trying to fix wording to be more precise
2. Added algorithm for ZSK rollover
3. Added algorithm for KSK rollover
4. Added algorithm for algorithm rollover

A.2. Change from 02 to 03

1. Fix sequence of steps in the joining procedure
2. Explicit handling of CSK cases in CSK/KSK rollover
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